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Abstract

Understanding the properties of newly discovered strongly correlated electron

compounds is a considerable challenge for both fundamental matters and

long-term industrial impact. Experimental activity on heavy electron metals

and superconductors has lead to highlighting effects that depart from current

knowledge. The thesis is aimed at modelling effects that have been observed

in response to magnetic field in the heavy electron superconductor CeCoIn5.

This consists of two parts.

In the first time we deal with the vortex lattice state anomalous local mag-

netic field space variations as highlighted by small angle neutron scattering

and muon spin rotation experiment. On the basis of the Ginzburg-Landau

theory with account of spin effect, we analyse the local field inhomogeneity

in the vortex lattice and derive expressions for the neutron scattering form

factors and muon spin rotation static linewidth. The anomalous experimen-

tal data are shown to be result of spin driven supercurrents which circulate

around the vortex cores and lead to an increase with external field in the

internal field inhomogeneity on a distance of the order of the superconduct-

ing coherence length from the vortex axis. The importance of the effect is

controlled by a single quantity (the Maki parameter).

The second part is on nearly commensurate spin density wave transition

in a quasi two-dimensional superconductor. It is motivated by observation

of the confinement of spin density wave ordering inside the superconducting

state of CeCoIn5 in magnetic field. In the frame of the spin-fermion formu-
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lation we propose a mechanism for the ground state transition consisting in

the field-induced slowing down of a collective spin density fluctuation mode

(spin-exciton) to static ordering. This represents a scenario by which the

transition to spin ordering is intrinsically related to superconductivity.
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List of Symbols

Below is a list of symbols most often used in the text. Throughout we con-

sider units where the reduced Planck constant ~ = 1 and the velocity of light

c = 1.

Symbol Meaning

αM0 Zero temperature Maki parameter

αM Finite temperature Maki parameter

A(r) Electromagnetic vector potential

B Induction or norm of superconductor internal field spatial average

B0 Tricritical point field

βA Abrikosov parameter

D Gauge invariant gradient

∆k(r) Superconductor local order parameter

∆(r) Isotropic part of local superconductor order parameter

∆∞ Single vortex gap asymptotic magnitude far from axis

e Electron charge absolute value

EF Fermi energy

Fmn Fourier coefficients of the local field

Fd[h] d-dimensional Fourier transform of function h

g Electron gyromagnetic ratio
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γµ Muon gyromagnetic ratio
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Chapter 1

Background material

This introductory chapter is intended to briefly recall to the non-specialist

reader the basic notions that constitute the core of the thesis. This con-

cerns the vast domain of unconventional (anisotropic) superconductivity, the

very active field of heavy electron systems and the way heavy electron super-

conductors respond to magnetic field. We further present the experimental

system CeCoIn5 that we refer throughout as a prototypical heavy electron su-

perconductor displaying a number of properties that interest us. For any de-

tail on classical superconductivity and derivation of results discussed below,

we refer the reader to the core literature listed in the end of the manuscript

and cited specialised references.

Superconductivity (Onnes, 1911) is a quantum mechanical ground state

that arises upon cooling a metal1 (c. f. [1] for historical review on super-

conductivity and references therein). At some critical temperature Tc one

measures a discontinuity in specific heat, vanishing DC resistivity, perfect

diamagnetism below some magnetic field Hc1 (Meissner effect, 1933)2, and

1Throughout we understand the term metal as the non-superconducting state.
2For magnetic fields between the lower critical field Hc1 and the upper critical field

Hc2, the superconductor incorporates an Abrikosov’s [2] vortex lattice consisting of lines
parallel to the external field where the order parameters vanishes and around which elec-
tron currents circulate. At field greater than Hc2 the system transits from superconductor
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CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 15

a gap opening in the electron excitation energy spectrum E(k) with k the

electron momentum. This has been microscopically understood (Bardeen-

Cooper-Schrieffer [BCS], 1957) as a consequence of electron binding into pairs

(Cooper, 1956) all described by a single two-electron wave-function.

Original description of superconductivity involves Cooper pairing medi-

ated by crystal phonons yielding punctual attraction between electrons and

isotropic form of the two-electron wave-function. We refer to the description

of classical (isotropic, phonon-mediated) superconductors as conventional su-

perconductivity. In contrast, in new superconductors [including heavy elec-

trons (Steglich, 1979), organics (Bechgaard, 1979), high-Tc cuprates (Bed-

norz and Muller, 1986), Sr2RuO4 (Maeno et. al., 1994), and iron-pnictides

(Hosono group, 2008)] and superfluid 3He (Osheroff, Richardson and Lee,

1972), the center of mass two-spin-1/2-particle wave-function written in term

of relative coordinate (consider first translationally invariant system)

Ψαβ(r) = 〈ψα(r)ψβ(0)〉 (1.1)

is anisotropic in space. Anisotropy of the Cooper pair wave-function in

novel superconductors is a feature of unconventional superconductivity [Mi-

neevSamokhin], [3]. Here α and β are pseudo-spin projection quantum num-

bers (we shall consider throughout systems of spin-1/2 fermions)3, ψσ(r) is

the electron annihilation operator in coordinate representation, 〈·〉 can be

understood as ground state average at zero temperature or Gibbs average at

finite temperature.

The wave-function Eq. (1.1) can be written as a product of an orbital

part and a spin part

Ψαβ(r) = φ(r)Σαβ. (1.2)

to metal.
3In system with spin-orbit coupling electron spin is not a good quantum number but

electron states remain two-fold degenerate if time-reversal symmetry is preserved. As a
consequence electron states still can be classified in term of pseudo-spin. In the following
we will often use the word spin to implicitly refer to pseudo-spin.
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The Pauli principle requires Ψβα(−r) = −Ψαβ(r). One can distinguish two

cases depending on the parity symmetry of φ(r) [c. f. footnote4]. If the

spatial part is even φ(−r) = φ(r) then Σαβ = −Σβα (we choose Σ↑↓ = 1

where ↑ denotes the spin projection of the first electron etc.), and Ψαβ(r)

is referred to as spin-singlet superconducting state (classical, Ce-based with

space-inversion symmetry, high-Tc, iron-based superconductors belong to this

class). On the contrary if the spatial part is odd φ(−r) = −φ(r) then Σαβ =

Σβα, and we are dealing with a spin-triplet state (superfluid 3He and some

Uranium-based superconductors are of this class). In what follows we focus

on singlet superconductivity. In crystals pair wave-functions are classified

according to irreducible representations5 of the point symmetry group of

the non-superconducting phase [4]. In particular the isotropic state that

transforms according to the A1g irreducible representation (corresponding

to the identity element) is called s−wave while the anisotropic state that

transforms according to the B1g irreducible representation is called d−wave.

These notations are borrowed from orbital quantum state labelling in atomic

physics.

A central role is played by the order parameter ∆k(r), the index k ac-

counting for the space anisotropy of the state and the coordinate giving its

space-inhomogeneity. Inspired by the early work of London (1937), Landau

and Ginzburg (1950) introduced this complex function to phenomenologically

describe persistent currents (or supercurrents) and Meissner effect from the

superconductor free energy expressed as a polynomial of ∆k(r) and its gauge-

invariant gradient. The complex modulus |∆k(r)| in addition represents the

4There can be a superposition of the two in system with no space-inversion symmetry
where the electron excitation spectrum ε−kσ 6= εkσ.

5A set a functions φi(r) constitute a basis of an irreducible representation Γ of a sym-
metry group G if any function of this set transforms under operation of an element of
this group as φΓ

i (gr) =
∑d
j=1 c

Γ
ijφ

Γ
j (r) with d the dimension of the irreducible represen-

tation. Each state corresponding to an irreducible representation have different critical
temperature TΓ

c .
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gap in the fermion excitation energy spectrum in the BCS theory6. We shall

see next how Gor’kov’s Green’s function formalism allows computation of

the coefficients of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy.

The experimental systems that concern us are heavy electron (or heavy

fermion) compounds (Andres, Graebner and Ott, 1975) and Ce based CeMIn5

[5, 6, 7, 8] in particular [c. f. Fig. (1.1)]. Before describing their behaviour

as superconductors we state some of their properties at temperatures T > Tc

[9]. Rare earth atoms containing unfilled f-electron shells (Ce, Yb, U, or

Pu for instance) form an array of localized spins interacting with conduction

s-p-d electrons. While a single magnetic impurity gives rise to Kondo effect

(resistivity minimum at Kondo temperature scale TK with screening of the

impurity spin), the Kondo lattice has a regime (depending on the localized

electron band energy level with respect to the Fermi energy of the itinerant

band) where the two bands hybridize with resistivity decrease as temperature

lowers to the Kondo lattice energy scale Tcoh. The obtained electron states

are characterized by a large effective mass m∗ that can be of the order 100

to 1000 times the bare electron mass m. The formation of heavy electrons as

temperature is lowered is observed experimentally [10] and described by mean

field theory [9] and dynamical mean field theory [11] of the Anderson model.

As displayed by Fig. (1.1) phase diagrams of heavy electron materials are

rich with ground state transitions occurring upon doping, applying pressure,

or magnetic field. Most often seen is the development of superconductivity

in the phase diagram region close to a ground state change [1, 9, 12].

Regarding the superconducting state one approach, justified in the limit

Tc � Tcoh, is to consider superconductivity as formed by the heavy electrons.

6In the BCS theory the order parameter is introduced as

∆k = −
∑
p

V (k,p)〈ap↑a−p↓〉, (1.3)

where apσ =
∫
ddrψσ(r)e−ip·r is the electron annihilation operator in momentum space

(d is dimension), and the energy potential V (k,p) is included in the model interaction

Hamiltonian as Hint =
∑
k,p V (k,p)a†k↑a

†
−k↓a−p↓ap↑.
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Figure 1.1: (Adapted from [7]) Phase diagram of Cerium 115 compounds
CeMIn5 in temperature and chemical composition (M can be Cobalt (Co),
Rhodium (Rh), Uridium (Ir) or stoichiometric composition of two of them).
SC is for d-wave superconductivity and AFM means antiferromagnetism.
Remarkable regions are those where the domains overlap yielding coexisting
orders. Observe appearance of superconductivity near chemical compositions
where antiferromagnetic ground state transition occurs.

This quasiparticle effective mass theory yields novel qualitative behaviour

when the superconductor is subject to magnetic field. The basic reason

comes from comparison of energy scale of the energy of a charge in magnetic

field

Eorb ∼ ωc, (1.4)

ωc = 2eB/m∗ being the heavy electron cyclotron frequency, with energy scale
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of a spin

EZ ∼ µBB, (1.5)

µB = e/(2m) being Bohr’s magneton. Hence EZ/Eorb ∼ m∗/m as a conse-

quence of quenching of the heavy electron orbital motion. The system looses

superconductivity in magnetic field greater than Hc2. In the next part this

upper critical field is explicitly evaluated in two limits yielding the orbital

limiting field Horb
c2 (field coupling to charge) and the Pauli limiting field Hp

c2

(field coupling to spin).

Figure 1.2: Sketch of CeCoIn5 tetragonal crystal structure where cerium (Ce)
atoms sitting on the lattice corners are represented in red, cobalt (Co) atoms
are in yellow, and indium (In) atoms in blue. The lattice parameters are as
follows [5]: the in-plane spacing is `ab ≈ 4.62Å while the distance between
Ce layers is `c ≈ 7.56Å.

An interesting example of a heavy electron superconductor is CeCoIn5,

part of he Ce115 family. CeCoIn5 crystallizes in a tetragonal lattice [c. f.

Fig. (1.2)], it is a semi-metal (a multiband metal with both electron-like and

hole-like Fermi surfaces) with non-Fermi liquid resistivity exponent (the re-
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sistivity ρ = ρ0 +AT n, with n 6= 2) a common consequence of proximity to a

transition to a new ground state [13]. The Kondo temperature TK ∼ 7K while

the Kondo lattice coherence temperature Tcoh ∼ 50K [14]. Grown samples

are in the clean limit [15] with kF ` ∼ 102, ` being the electron mean free path,

and the electronic structure displays remarkable two-dimensionality [16, 17].

The system becomes a superconductor below the temperature Tc ≈ 2.3K [5].

Passing from the cubic structure of CeIn3 to the tetragonal crystal struc-

ture of CeCoIn5 has given an increase of one order of magnitude for the

superconductor critical temperature in accordance with the prediction [18]

that reduction of dimensionality favours unconventional superconductivity.

The order parameter symmetry in the system is likely to be dk2a−k2b -wave7

[19, 20, 21], a form which is often observed close to antiferromagnetism and

can be analysed [22, 23, 24, 12] as a result of antiferromagnetic spin den-

sity fluctuation mediated pairing. Another particularity of the system is

the low value of the Kondo temperature in comparison with the supercon-

ductor critical temperature. From this observation it has been developed a

phenomenological two-fluid model [25, 26, 27, 28] (see also [29]) for explain-

ing susceptibility and Knight shift data in superconducting CeCoIn5. From

this point of view one electron component consists of fractions of unscreened

Ce3+ localized magnetic moments while the other includes itinerant heavy

electrons which form superconductivity. Superconducting heavy quasiparti-

cle description has yielded good correspondence with BCS theory [27].

7In a two-dimensional system, such an order parameter has point nodes on the diagonals
of the first Brillouin zone. We adopt the notation dk2a−k2b instead of the more commonly
used dx2−y2 to avoid confusion with a choice of a frame in part II where the x-axis is in
the crystal c-axis direction.



Part I

Vortex lattice anomalous local

magnetic field variations
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Chapter 2

Pauli limited superconductor

vortex lattice electrodynamics

This chapter consists in motivating the need for extending the original de-

scription of superconductor vortex lattice electrodynamics to the case of

Pauli limited superconductivity. Experimental results are reviewed and a

qualitative discussion with characteristic orders of magnitudes for heavy

electron superconductors follows. The zero temperature Maki parameter

αM0 = Horb
c20/H

p
c20 which plays a central role in this part is also introduced.

After defining the experimentally relevant neutron scattering form factors

and muon spin rotation static linewidth, we establish the basic equations of

the Ginzburg-Landau theory with account of Pauli paramagnetism. The re-

sults included in chapters 2, 3, and 4 have been published in [30] and accepted

for publication to [31].

2.1 Experimental facts

The motivation for looking at local magnetic field variations in the vortex

lattice of heavy electron superconductors came from experiment on CeCoIn5

with magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the tetragonal crystal layers.

22



CHAPTER 2. VORTEX LATTICE ELECTRODYNAMICS 23

Figure 2.1: (from [32]) Anomalous external field dependence of the squared
first form-factor F10 and comparison with existing form factor theory [33]
(theoretical curves are dashed blue and green, red lines are guides to the
eye).

The first set [35, 32, 36] [Fig. (2.1)] consisted in the measurement of the

first component of vortex lattice form factors (these are the two-dimensional

Fourier coefficients of the local magnetic field in the vortex lattice) with
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Figure 2.2: (from [34]) Anomalous muon spin rotation static linewidth de-
pendence with applied field measured at temperature T = 20mK compared
with numerical simulation. The latter considered the characteristic lengths
λ = 5500Å and ξ = 46.84Å.

Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). The second set [34] [Fig. (2.2)]

was measurement of vortex lattice static linewidth (this is proportional to

the root mean square deviation of the field variations in space, see definition

below) with Muon Spin Rotation (µSR) technique. The two methods have

clearly shown an increase with external magnetic field in both the form factor

and the static linewidth and a fall down just before the upper critical field

[c. f. Figs. (2.1) and (2.2)]. Because these two quantities are usually

observed as monotonously decreasing function of the applied magnetic field,

this suggested anomalous local magnetic field variations in the vortex lattice

of the system.

In magnetic field directed along the crystal c-axis the metal to supercon-

ductor transition is second order for temperature between T0 ≈ 0.3Tc ≈ 0.7K

and Tc, and becomes first order below T0 [37] [Fig. (2.3)]. The system has

moreover generated great interest because of hints for existence of the Fulde-
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Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase1 for magnetic field parallel to the

ab plane (and possibly to the c-axis) [40]. We demonstrate below that such a

behaviour in response to magnetic field can be understood as a consequence

of Pauli limiting [41, 42] of heavy electron superconductivity in magnetic

field.

Figure 2.3: Sketch of the CeCoIn5 phase diagram as determined experimen-
tally in temperature and magnetic field perpendicular to the planes of the
tetragonal crystal. The transition from the metal to the superconductor is
second-order between the temperatures T0 and Tc, and becomes first-order
below T0. The zero temperature upper critical field is Hc20 ≈ 4.9T.

1The FFLO phase is predicted [38, 39] in strong magnetic field and consists in Cooper
pairing with finite centre of mass momentum yielding superconductor order parameter
modulated along the field direction with planes where it vanishes.
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Figure 2.4: Sketch of the section of a vortex lattice. Relevant quantities
are indicated for a square lattice including the field-dependent inter-vortex
distance L(B), the coherence length ξ, and the gap magnitude far from vortex
centre ∆∞.

2.2 Qualitative considerations at zero tem-

perature

Let us first discuss in a qualitative way the general properties of Pauli limited

heavy electron superconductors [41, 42, 43, 44, 30]. This class is characterized

by a greater-than-one zero temperature Maki parameter which we define here

αM0 = Horb
c20/H

p
c20 (an alternative definition includes a

√
2 factor which we

don’t assume). We set Horb
c20 = φ0/ξ

2
0 and Hp

c20 = Tc/µ the zero temperature

scales for orbital and Pauli limiting fields respectively (we put throughout

~ = c = 1). φ0 = π/e ≈ 2.07 × 107G.cm2 is the vortex fluxoid quantum, e

the absolute value of the electron charge, ξ0 = vF/Tc the T = 0 Cooper pair

radius or coherence length, vF = kF/m
∗ the Fermi velocity, kF the Fermi
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momentum, m∗ the renormalized electron mass, µ = gµB/2 the electron

magnetic moment absolute value, g the Landé factor, µB = e/(2m) the Bohr

magneton, and m the electron bare mass.

There are three characteristic lengths in the problem: the zero tempera-

ture coherence length ξ0 defined above, L(Hp
c20) =

√
µφ0/Tc the inter-vortex

distance of a square vortex lattice in the Pauli limit at temperature T = 0

and field Hp
c20 (more generally we note

L(B) =

√
φ0

B
(2.1)

the inter-vortex spacing of a square vortex lattice with internal field B, see

[45] for vortex lattice in general geometry), and the London penetration depth

λL =
√
m∗/(4πnse2) with ns the electron density in the superconductor (at

T=0 and for a cylindrical Fermi surface this is the electron density in the

layered metal n = k2
F/(2π`c) with `c the spacing between the planes of the

tetragonal crystal). Hence

αM0 =

[
L(Hp

c20)

ξ0

]2

=
µφ0Tc
v2
F

∼ m∗Tc
mEF

, (2.2)

and we define the zero-temperature Ginzburg-Landau parameter

κ =
λL
ξ0

∼
√

m∗

m(kF re)

Tc
EF

, (2.3)

where re = e2/m is the classical radius of the electron and kF re ∼ 10−5.

The orders of magnitudes are as follows. In a classical, non-heavy electron

superconductor, m∗ ∼ m and EF ∼ 103Tc give κ ∼ 1 and αM0 ∼ 10−3. In

CeCoIn5 however, Tc ≈ 2.3K, ξ0 ∼ 50Å, λL ∼ 5000Å yield m∗ ∼ 100m,

EF ∼ 50Tc, κ ∼ 100, and αM0 ∼ 1 − 5, which is the origin of special

magnetic response in the superconductor vortex lattice state. The large

Ginzburg-Landau parameter implies [deGennes] the ratio between the field
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at which the first vortex nucleates in the bulk of the sample and the orbital

upper critical field Hc10/H
orb
c20 ∼ ln(κ)/κ2 � 1, hence

B = H + 4πM . H, (2.4)

for a broad magnetic field range, M being the diamagnetic magnetization of

the superconductor. In a Pauli limited superconductor,

Hc10/H
p
c20 ∼ (kF re)(EF/Tc) ln(κ) ∼ 10−3 (2.5)

and the same property applies.

2.3 Neutron scattering form factors and muon

spin rotation static linewidth

We aim at studying the electrodynamics of the vortex lattice which results

from large values for the parameters (2.2) and (2.3). Experimentally relevant

quantities are the Fourier coefficients Fmn of the component of the internal

local field h(r) parallel to the external field H which are called vortex lattice

form factors [30, 32, 36, 35]. For a square vortex lattice they are defined by

the relation

h(r) =
+∞∑

m,n=−∞

Fmne
i2πmx/L(B)ei2πny/L(B), (2.6)

where x and y are the space coordinates in the plane perpendicular to the

magnetic field, and L(B) the inter-vortex distance given by Eq. (2.1). The

square of the form factors are related in the Born approximation to the inten-

sity of Bragg peaks [deGennes] observed in neutron scattering experiments.

In view of muon spin rotation experiment sensitive to local field inhomo-

geneity [deGennes] we define the vortex lattice static linewidth, proportional
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to the local field root mean square deviation,

σVL
s =

γµ√
2

[
(h(r)−B)2

]1/2

=
γµ√

2

[ ∑
(m,n)6=(0,0)

F 2
mn

]1/2

, (2.7)

where γµ = 2π×135.5342MHz/T is the muon gyromagnetic ratio, the macro-

scopic internal field B = h(r), and overline means averaging over a vortex

lattice unit cell. Parseval’s theorem was used in the second equality of Eq.

(2.7).

2.4 Ginzburg-Landau free energy and equa-

tions

We would like to determine the evolution with applied magnetic field and

temperature of the local field h(r) and evaluate the form factors and static

linewidth in order to compare with experiment [35, 32, 36]. To do so we adopt

the Ginzburg-Landau approach [Abrikosov, deGennes, MineevSamokhin].

Let us consider a singlet superconducting state with order parameter

∆k(r) = ψ(k̂)∆(r), (2.8)

where k̂ is the unit vector pointing to the electron momentum direction,

ψ(k̂) =

{
1 for s-wave pairing,√

2 cos(2ϕ) for dk2a−k2b -wave pairing,
(2.9)

ϕ being the angle between k̂ and the axis kb = 0 in reciprocal space.
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2.4.1 Free energy

The free energy of the condensate is given by the Ginzburg-Landau functional

F =

∫
d2r
( h(r)2

8π
+α|∆(r)|2 + ε[h(r)−B]|∆(r)|2 + γ|D∆(r)|2 +β|∆(r)|4

)
,

(2.10)

where D = −i∇ − 2eA(r) is the gauge-invariant gradient and A(r) the

potential vector related to the local field by h(r) = h(r)ẑ = ∇×A(r). The

coefficients in the functional depend on both temperature T and induction

B. In the clean limit they read [43, 44, 30] (c. f. addendum for derivation)

α = −N0

[
ln
(Tc
T

)
+ Ψ

(1

2

)
−<eΨ

(1

2
− iµB

2πT

)]
, (2.11)

ε =
∂α

∂B
=
N0µ

2πT
=mΨ(1)

(1

2
− iµB

2πT

)
, (2.12)

β = − N0

8(2πT )2
〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉<eΨ(2)

(1

2
− iµB

2πT

)
, (2.13)

γ =
v2
F 〈|ψ(k̂)|2 cos2(ϕ)〉
〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉

β, (2.14)

where Ψ(w) is the digamma function, Ψ(m)(w) are its derivatives called the

polygamma functions [AbramowitzStegun], and 〈·〉 means averaging in mo-

mentum space over the Fermi surface.

We shall consider s and d-wave superconducting states in a crystal with a

nearly cylindrical Fermi surface. For the d-wave order parameter given above

the averages are 〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉 = 3/2 and 〈|ψ(k̂)|2 cos2(ϕ)〉=1/2 while for s-wave

superconductivity they are 1 and 1/2.
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2.4.2 Ginzburg-Landau equations and characteristic len-

gths

We wish to minimize the free energy Eq. (2.10) with suitable choice of fields

∆(r) and A(r). These are solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equations. The

first Ginzburg-Landau equation is

δF
δ∆∗(r)

= 0, (2.15)

or

α∆(r) + 2β|∆(r)|2∆(r) + γ[−i∇− 2eA(r)]2∆(r) = 0. (2.16)

We have omitted here the ε term of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy Eq.

(2.10) quadratic in |∆|. We shall verify a posteriori that this gives negli-

gible contribution so that the length and energy scales in this sections are

consistently defined. Eq. (2.16) firstly gives the Ginzburg-Landau coherence

length

ξ =

√
γ

|α|
, (2.17)

and secondly yields the asymptotic gap magnitude at large radius from the

vortex centre

∆∞ =

√
|α|
2β
. (2.18)

The two are related as

∆2
∞ξ

2 =
v2
F

4〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉
. (2.19)

Neglecting the non-linear term in Eq. (2.16) with respect to ∆(r), the so-

lution becomes a linear combination of Landau wave functions with level

n = 0 (lowest Landau level) [Abrikosov, deGennes] and provides us with the

equation

α + 2eγB = 0, (2.20)
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whose solution in B gives the upper critical field Hc2(T ). The second Ginzburg-

Landau equation
δF
δA(r)

= 0, (2.21)

is equivalent to Maxwell’s equation

∇× h(r) = 4πj(r), (2.22)

and determines the vortex lattice field distribution. The current density

j(r) = jorb(r) + jZ(r) (2.23)

consists of two parts originating from two different terms in the free energy.

The orbital current is [Abrikosov, deGennes]

jorb(r) = −2eγ
[
∆∗(r)

(
− i∇− 2eA(r)

)
∆(r) + complex conjugate

]
, (2.24)

while the Zeeman current writes [44]

jZ(r) = −ε∇× (|∆(r)|2ẑ). (2.25)

Eq. (2.22) together with Eqs. (2.18) and (2.24) yield the Ginzburg-Landau

penetration depth

λ =

√
β

16πe2γ|α|
. (2.26)

2.4.3 Discussion

From the point of view of the Ginzburg-Landau theory in the Pauli limit,

that is when the orbital effects brought about by the gauge invariant gradient

term of the free energy are neglected, the transition from the metallic to the

superconducting state takes place at the critical field Hp
c2(T ) (or alternatively

the critical temperature Tc(B)) defined by equation α(T,B) = 0. Along this
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transition line, the coefficients β(T,B) and γ(T,B), which are positive near

Tc, become negative at T < TGL
0 ≈ 0.56Tc. This defines the tricritical point

(TGL
0 , BGL

0 ) of the phase diagram with BGL
0 = Hp

c2(TGL
0 ) ≈ 1.07Tc/µ. At

the tricritical point, the sign change of the coefficient γ signals an instability

toward the FFLO state with spatial modulation of the order parameter ∆

with wave-vector q = 2µB/vF [38, 39, 46, 47, 48], while the sign change

of the coefficient β signals a change of the order of the transition from the

non-superconducting to the superconducting state. Including the orbital

effects and the higher order terms in the GL functional [43, 44] results in the

following effects: (i) the upper critical field is slightly reduced by value of the

order Hp
c2(T )/αM0; (ii) the temperature where the change of the order of the

transition occurs and the one where the FFLO state arises are decreased by

values of the order Tc/αM0 with respect to T ∗. Below we consider only the

temperatures above T0 where the β and γ coefficients are positive.

In the case of a large Maki parameter the Ginzburg-Landau expansion of

the free energy in powers of the order parameter and its gradients is appli-

cable near the critical field which is mainly determined by the paramagnetic

depairing effect [43, 44]. At small field the Ginzburg-Landau theory is justi-

fied in the vicinity of the superconducting critical temperature Tc.

In what follows we shall demonstrate that the Ginzburg-Landau theory

predicts an increasing behaviour of the form factors and static linewidth.

This results from the Zeeman interaction of the electron spin with the su-

perconductor internal field, which dominates over the usual charge response

supercurrents. The existence of the effect was pointed out [44] in the context

of magnetism of the FFLO (Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov) state. As a

result the field distribution is modified on a distance ∼ ξ (ξ is the coherence

length of the Ginzburg-Landau theory) from the centre of each vortex [30].

In parallel to this, a numerical approach to Eilenberger equations was under-

taken [49, 50] and effects of strong Pauli paramagnetism were highlighted in

the vortex lattice state of Pauli limited superconductors.
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2.5 Addendum: Derivation of the Ginzburg-

Landau free energy

This supplementary section follows the appendix of [43] where the Ginzburg-

Landau free energy expansion is obtained considering disorder by impurities

with both the Green function approach used here and the Eilenberger for-

malism.

We consider the interaction Hamiltonian2

Hint = −
∑
k,k′,q

V ψ(k̂)ψ∗(k̂′)a†k↑a
†
−k+q↓a−k′+q↓ak′↑ (2.28)

where ψ(k̂) carries the momentum anisotropy of the superconducting state

with average over Fermi surface 〈|ψ(k̂)|2〉 = 1. The condensate free energy

(difference between superconductor and normal state free energies) can be

introduced [51] in the frame of the path integral by first decoupling the

interaction Hamiltonian with introduction of an auxiliary bosonic field and

then integrating out fermions. In the BCS approximation the free energy

reads

F =
∑
q

|∆q|2

V
− T

2
Tr ln[1− Ĝ(0)∆̂] (2.29)

where ∆kq = ψ(k̂)∆q is the mean field of the superconductor and the trace is

understood as the matrix trace in particle-hole space, and Feynman diagram

loop summation over spin, momentum and frequency with superconductor

2In the case of boson mediated pairing the interaction potential energy in the singlet
channel can be written as

V g(k,k′) =
1

2
[D(k− k′) +D(k + k′)], (2.27)

where g is from the German gerade [even]. For general boson propagator D(k), V g(k,k′)
can be decomposed into channels corresponding to different pairing symmetry and fac-
torisable forms. Here we focus on the d-wave channel.
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order parameter as vertices. The metal fermion Green function matrix writes

Ĝ(0) =

(
G

(0)
σ (k, iωm) 0

0 −G(0)
−σ(−k,−iωm)

)
, (2.30)

with [G
(0)
σ (k, iωm)]−1 = iωm − εk − σµB, ωm = πT (2m + 1) the fermion

Matsubara frequencies (m are integer), εk = v · k the electron excitation

dispersion measured from the Fermi surface, and the gap matrix (c. f. part

II)

∆̂ =

(
0 ∆kq

∆∗kq 0

)
. (2.31)

The first non-vanishing terms are quadratic and quartic

F = F2 + F4. (2.32)

The first one in the clean limit equals

F2 =
∑
q

|∆q|2

V

−T
∑

ωm,k,σ,q

G(0)
σ (k, iωm)∆∗k,qG

(0)
−σ(−k + q,−iωm)∆k,q. (2.33)

First ignore the q-dependence in the Green function. The second term in F2

becomes in the first approximation

−T
∑

ωm,k,σ,q

G(0)
σ (k, iωm)∆∗k,qG

(0)
−σ(−k,−iωm)∆k,q

= −
∑
q

|∆q|2N0<e
Λ∑

m=0

1

m+ 1/2− iµB/(2πT )
, (2.34)

where we have used the average over Fermi surface 〈|ψ(k̂)|2〉 = 1, N0 is the

volumic density of states at Fermi energy and Λ is an energy cut-off. By
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using the regularization

1

N0V
= ln(T/Tc) +

Λ∑
n=0

1

n+ 1/2
(2.35)

and Fourier transforming ∆q =
∫
d3r e−iq·r∆(r) so

∑
q |∆q|2 =

∫
d3r|∆(r)|2,

we obtain the coefficient α of Eq. (2.10) with the digamma function defined

as [AbramowitzStegun]

Ψ(z) = −C +
∞∑
n=0

( 1

n+ 1
− 1

n+ z

)
, (2.36)

where C ≈ 0.577 is the Euler constant and we have let the cutoff go to

infinity.

Now developing G
(0)
−σ(−k + q,−iωm) with respect to q we have (implicit

summation over repeated indices)

G
(0)
−σ(−k + q,−iωm) ≈ qµ

∂G
(0)
−σ(−k,−iωm)

∂qµ
+

1

2
qµqν

∂2G
(0)
−σ(−k,−iωm)

∂qµ∂qν
.

(2.37)

Only the second term remains after averaging over Fermi surface, this writes

δG
(0)
−σ(−k + q,−iωm) = − (q · v)2

(iωm − σµB + εk)3
. (2.38)

The corresponding correction to the free energy is

δF2 =
π

2

∑
q

〈|ψ(k̂)|2(q · v)2〉|∆q|2N0T<e
∑
ωm>0

1

(ωm − iµB)3
. (2.39)

Again using the Fourier transform of ∆q and introducing the vector potential

by substituting −i∇ → −i∇ − 2eA(r), we obtain the gradient term in Eq.

(2.10) with expression of the γ coefficient. The polygamma function of order
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n is defined as [AbramowitzStegun]

Ψ(n)(z) = (−1)n+1n!
∞∑
m=0

1

(m+ z)n+1
. (2.40)

The quartic term expresses as

F4 =
T

2

∑
ωm,k,σ,−q1+q2−q3+q4=0

G(0)
σ (k, iωm)∆∗k,q1

×G(0)
−σ(−k + q1,−iωm)∆k,q2

×G(0)
σ (k− q1 + q2, iωm)∆∗k,q3

×G(0)
−σ(−k + q4,−iωm)∆k,q4 . (2.41)

Here we ignore the q-dependence in the Green functions which gives correc-

tions of the order 1−T/Tc and µB/(αM0Tc) in comparison with the quadratic

gradient term above [44]. The coefficient β thus evaluates to

β =
π

2
〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉N0T

∑
ωm>0

1

[m+ 1/2− iµB/(2πT )]3
, (2.42)

with the sum over momenta
∑

q1,q2,q3
∆∗q1∆q2∆

∗
q3

∆q3+q1−q2 =
∫
d3r|∆(r)|4.

The term that accounts for the local field inhomogeneity is found as fol-

lows. In an inhomogeneous system the free energy part that corresponds to

the loop diagram including two order parameter vertices is

−T
∑

ωm,k,k′,σ,q,q′

Gσ(k,k′, iωm)∆∗k,qG−σ(−k + q,−k′ + q′,−iωm)∆k′,q′ . (2.43)

This brings the first correction

δFδh =
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−T
∑

ωm,k,k′,σ,q,q′

[
G(0)
σ (k,k′, iωm)∆∗k,qG

(1)
−σ(−k + q,−k′ + q′,−iωm)∆k′,q′

+G(1)
σ (k,k′, iωm)∆∗k,qG

(0)
−σ(−k + q,−k′ + q′,−iωm)∆k′,q′

]
, (2.44)

where the Green functions

G(0)
σ (k,k′, iωm) = G(0)

σ (k, iωm)δ(k− k′), (2.45)

and

G(1)
σ (k,k′, iωm) = −G(0)

σ (k, iωm)σµδhk−k′G
(0)
σ (k′, iωm). (2.46)

Here δhk−k′ =
∫
d3r e−ir·(k−k

′)δh(r) and δh(r) = h(r) − B is the local field

projection deviation from average. Again discarding the q-dependence in Eq.

(2.44) which gives extra gradient negligible in Pauli limited superconductivity

we obtain

δFδh =

∫
d3r µδh(r)

N0

2πT
=m

∞∑
m=0

1

[m+ 1/2− iµB/(2πT )]2
, (2.47)

hence the coefficient ε in Eq. (2.10).



Chapter 3

Analysis of the equations I:

independent vortex regime

On the basis of the Ginzburg-Landau equations established in the previous

chapter we now focus on the field regime µB � 2πTc near the superconductor

critical temperature Tc. In this limit we start with deriving the orbital upper

critical field Horb
c2 and the paramagnetic upper critical field Hp

c2 together

with their temperature dependence. We then consider the limit L(B)� ξ so

that each vortex can be treated as having cylindrical symmetry (independent

vortex regime) and present in this case expressions for the form factors and

results of the Ginzburg-Landau theory. The variational gap structure for an

isolated vortex introduced by Clem is presented and applied to the resolution

of the Maxwell equation determining the single vortex field profile, neutron

scattering form factors and muon spin rotation static linewidth with full

account of the Zeeman effect.

39
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3.1 Critical fields in the vicinity of Tc

In the field regime µB � 2πTc the coefficients of the Ginzburg-Landau free

energy become

α = −N0

[Tc − T
Tc

− 7ζ(3)
( µB

2πTc

)2]
, (3.1)

ε =
7ζ(3)N0µ

2B

2π2T 2
c

, (3.2)

β =
7ζ(3)N0

16π2T 2
c

〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉, (3.3)

γ =
7ζ(3)N0v

2
F

32π2T 2
c

(3.4)

where ζ(z) is the Riemann zeta function, ζ(3) ≈ 1.2021. Considering Eq.

(2.20) with the coefficients Eqs. (3.1) and (3.4) gives the critical field

Hc2 =
eγ(2πTc)

2

7ζ(3)N0µ2

[
− 1 +

√
1 +

7ζ(3)N2
0µ

2

(2πeγTc)2
(1− T/Tc)

]
. (3.5)

Here we recognise 7ζ(3)N2
0µ

2/(2πeγTc)
2 ∼ α2

M0, αM0 being the Maki param-

eter defined at zero temperature by Eq. (2.2). Thus in the limit α2
M0(1 −

T/Tc)� 1 one obtains the orbital critical field

Horb
c2 =

N0

2eγ
(1− T/Tc), (3.6)

while in the limit α2
M0(1− T/Tc)� 1 one has the Pauli critical field

Hp
c2 =

2πTc√
7ζ(3)µ

√
1− T/Tc. (3.7)
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We introduce the temperature Maki parameter

αM = αM0

√
1− T/Tc, (3.8)

with αM0 given by Eq. (2.2). Hence Horb
c2 /H

p
c2 ∼ αM and the crossover

temperature T× from orbital limiting in the vicinity of Tc to Pauli limiting

is of the order 1− T×/Tc ∼ 1/α2
M0. As a consequence the near-Tc Ginzburg-

Landau regime is accessible in the Pauli limit αM0 � 1.

In addition with the coefficients (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4) we get expressions

for the coherence length Eq. (2.17)

1

ξ2
=

32π2T 2
c

7ζ(3)v2
F

[Tc − T
Tc

− 7ζ(3)
( µB

2πTc

)2]
, (3.9)

and the penetration depth Eq. (2.26)

1

λ2
=

8πe2v2
FN0

〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉

[Tc − T
Tc

− 7ζ(3)
( µB

2πTc

)2]
, (3.10)

which diverge at the Pauli critical field.

3.2 Independent vortex limit

Consider a square vortex lattice formed in a type II superconductor in mag-

netic field directed along the z-axis. For small external field, where the

distance between the vortices is much larger than the core radius, the local

magnetic field can be approximated as the superposition of fields solutions

of the Ginzburg-Landau equations for single vortices

h(r) =
+∞∑

m,n=−∞

hv(r− rmn), (3.11)
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where rmn = L(B)(mx̂ + nŷ), m and n are integer, x̂ and ŷ are orthogonal

unit vectors of the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, and L(B) is

given by Eq. (2.1). Thus, with reference to Poisson summation formula

[Abrikosov]1, the form factors are proportional to the magnetic field Fourier

transform around a single vortex evaluated at a vector of the reciprocal lattice

Fmn =
B

φ0

F2[hv](qmn), (3.12)

with qmn = 2π/L(B)(mx̂+nŷ) and hv(r) the field solution of Maxwell’s equa-

tion Eq. (2.22) for a single vortex. The two-dimensional Fourier transform

of a function h with cylindrical symmetry reads

F2[h](q) =

∫
d2r h(r)e−iq·r = 2π

∫ ∞
0

drrJ0(qr)h(r), (3.13)

with the norm of the reciprocal lattice wave-vector q = |q|. This is referred

to as zeroth order Hankel’s transform. In the square vortex lattice we have

qmn = 2π

√
B

φ0

(m2 + n2). (3.14)

The general order parameter expression for an isolated vortex is

∆(r) = ∆∞f(r)e−iθ, (3.15)

where θ is the azimuthal angle in the plane perpendicular to the vortex

axis. The function of the radius f must behave as f(r) → 1 as r → ∞ and

1Poisson summation formula in two-dimensions reads

+∞∑
m,n=−∞

h
(
r− L(mx̂+ nŷ)

)
=

1

L2

+∞∑
m,n=−∞

F2[h]
(2π

L
(mx̂+ nŷ)

)
ei2πmx/Lei2πny/L,

where we define the Fourier transform F2[h](q) =
∫
d2r h(r)e−iq·r, the integral being

performed over the entire plane.
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assuming singly quantized vortex f(r) ∼ r/ξ as r → 0. This gives the orbital

current Eq. (2.24)

jorb
v (r) = −8e2γ

[
Av(r)−

φ0

2πr

]
|∆|2θ̂, (3.16)

with θ̂ the azimuthal unit vector and the vector potential Av(r) = Av(r)θ̂.

The Zeeman current Eq. (2.25) becomes

jZ
v (r) = ε

d

dr
|∆|2θ̂. (3.17)

Equations (2.16) and (2.22) constitute a system of coupled differential equa-

tions for the vector potential and the superconductor order parameter which

are not analytically solvable. To go further one has to bring input into the

problem and one idea is to use a variational form for the gap dependence

on radius for a single vortex. The next section shows how this has been

previously done with consideration of orbital currents Eq. (3.16).

3.3 Charge driven diamagnetic currents and

orbital form factors

3.3.1 Clem variational gap structure for a single vortex

The Ginzburg-Landau theory for the vortex lattice form factor with current

Eq. (3.16), valid in the limit κ� 1 was developed by J. Clem [33]. Starting

from the superconductor order parameter Eq. (3.15), J. Clem proposed to

model f(r) by the trial function

f(r) =
r

R
, (3.18)
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with R =
√
r2 + ξ2

v . The variational parameter ξv is constrained to minimize

the vortex total energy and is found to be in the large κ limit ξv =
√

2 ξ, where

ξ is the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length. By application of Maxwell’s

equation Eq. (2.22) for a single vortex with the gap structure Eq. (3.18) and

the orbital current Eq. (3.16), Clem has calculated the field distribution

horb
v (r) =

φ0K0(R/λ)

2πλξvK1(ξv/λ)
, (3.19)

and has obtained the Hankel transform Eq. (3.13)

F2[horb
v ](q) =

φ0K1(Qξv)

QλK1(ξv/λ)
, (3.20)

where Q =
√
q2 + λ−2, q = 2π

√
B/φ0, K1(z) is the modified Bessel function

of the first order [AbramowitzStegun], and λ is the London penetration depth.

Notice the vortex flux quantum is given by F2[horb
v ](0) = φ0, and one can

approximate Eq. (3.20) by

F2[horb
v ](q) ≈ φ0ξv

qλ2
K1(qξv) (3.21)

in the limits κ� 1 and q � λ−1.

3.3.2 Discussion

The form factors Eq. (3.12) derived with Clem’s solution slowly decrease

with magnetic field. The formal application of Eq. (3.20) up to H . Hc2,

where qξv ≈
√

2π, gives their exponential decrease. In fact in the vicinity of

Hc2 the approximation of independent vortices does not work. The proper

calculation should be done within an approach in the spirit of Abrikosov’s

[Abrikosov] which is the subject of the next chapter and leads to the vanishing

of the form factors as Hc2 −H.

The magnetic field profile derived in this section considers coupling of the
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field with the electron charge through the gauge-invariant gradient in the

Ginzburg-Landau free energy Eq. (2.10). The dependence with induction

of the form factors is not in correspondence with observation on the sys-

tem CeCoIn5. The previous chapter however shows important role played by

electron spin. We therefore wish to include Zeeman effect into the Ginzburg-

Landau approach to vortex lattice electrodynamics in order to confront pre-

dictions with anomalous experimental data discussed in introduction. This

is developed in the next section.

3.4 Spin driven currents and Zeeman effect

in neutron scattering form factors and

muon spin rotation static linewidth

3.4.1 Derivation of the single-vortex local field

The field distribution is determined by the Maxwell equation Eq. (2.22) for

a single vortex

∇× hv(r) = 4π[jorb
v (r) + jZ

v (r)]. (3.22)

By considering the order parameter Eq. (3.15) with cylindrical vortex gap

structure, the currents Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17), and the field hv(r) =

(ẑ/r)d[rAv(r)]/dr, we come to the equation that determines the potential

vector component Av(r)

d

dr

[1

r

d

dr
(rAv)

]
− f 2

λ2
Av = − φ0f

2

2πλ2r
− 4πε∆2

∞
df 2

dr
, (3.23)

where λ is the penetration depth Eq. (2.26) and ∆∞ the asymptotic gap Eq.

(2.18). Let us introduce the auxiliary function

vs(r) =
φ0

2πr
− Av(r) (3.24)
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which plays the role of the superfluid velocity [Abrikosov] and substitute it

into Eq. (3.23). We obtain the differential equation with an inhomogeneous

term of Zeeman origin

d

dr

[1

r

d

dr
(rvs)

]
− f 2

λ2
vs = 4πε∆2

∞
df 2

dr
. (3.25)

The general solution of Eq. (3.25)

vs(r) = vis(r) + vhs (r) (3.26)

consists of the sum of a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation

and a solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation. Following Clem’s

procedure we consider an isolated vortex with real-space gap structure given

by Eq. (3.18) such that a solution of the inhomogeneous equation is

vis(r) = −R
r
K1(R/λ)C(R/λ), (3.27)

where

C(z) = −8πε∆2
∞ξ

2
v

λ

∫ z

ξv/λ

dz

zK2
1(z)

∫ z K1(z)

z2
dz, (3.28)

chosen such that vis(0) = 0 and vis(∞) = 0. The latter condition is assured

by letting the constant be zero in the primitive
∫ z
K1(z)/z2dz. The solution

of the homogeneous equation falling to zero at r →∞

vhs (r) =
φ0

2πξv

RK1(R/λ)

rK1(ξv/λ)
(3.29)

meets the requirement that the vector potential

Av(r) =
φ0

2πr
− vhs (r)− vis(r) (3.30)
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vanishes on the vortex axis. Then one can split the total vector potential

into the orbital part and the Zeeman part

Av(r) = Aorb
v (r) + AZ

v (r), (3.31)

where the first

Aorb
v (r) =

φ0

2πr
− vhs (r) =

φ0

2πr

[
1− RK1(R/λ)

ξvK1(ξv/λ)

]
(3.32)

is the solution of Eq. (3.23) without the Zeeman term and was found in [33].

The corresponding magnetic field horb(r) = horb(r)ẑ is Eq. (3.19) and the

first form factor is Eq. (3.20) with Eq. (3.12) for (m,n) = (1, 0).

The Zeeman part of the vector potential on the other hand is

AZ
v (r) = −vis(r) =

R

r
K1(R/λ)C(R/λ), (3.33)

and the corresponding magnetic field projection hZ
v (r) = hZ

v (r) · ẑ reads

hZ
v (r) =

1

λ

[
−K0(R/λ)C(R/λ) +K1(R/λ)C ′(R/λ)

]
. (3.34)

This additional term does not spoil the basic properties of the Abrikosov

vortex. Namely the total magnetic flux through the surface perpendicular to

the vortex axis is equal to the flux quantum

2π

∫ ∞
0

dr r[horb
v (r) + hZ

v (r)] = 2π lim
r→∞

r[Aorb
v (r) + AZ

v (r)] = φ0. (3.35)

To show this property, one may consider the asymptotic form

K1(z) ≈
√

π

2z
e−z, z � 1, (3.36)
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and

C(z) ≈ 8
√

2πε∆2
∞ξ

2
v

λ

ez

z5/2
, z � 1, (3.37)

so that we observe the Zeeman part of the vector potential AZ
v (r) Eq. (3.33)

behaves as ∝ 1/r3 for r � λ. At small distances r � λ on the other hand

these functions comport as

K1(z) ≈ 1

z
, z � 1, (3.38)

and

C(z) ≈ 4πε∆2
∞ξ

2
v

λ
ln
(λz
ξv

)
, z � 1. (3.39)

The superfluid velocity given by

vs(r) =
φ0

2πr

(
RK1(R/λ)

ξvK1(ξv/λ)
− 2π

φ0

RK1(R/λ)C(R/λ)

)
(3.40)

thus becomes

vs(r) ≈
φ0

2πr

[
1− 8π2ε∆2

∞ξ
2
v

φ0

ln
(R
ξv

)]
. (3.41)

The magnitude of the dimensionless combination 8π2ε∆2
∞ξ

2
v/φ0 is estimated

as follows. Using the relation Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (3.2) one obtains

8π2ε∆2
∞ξ

2
v

φ0

∼ kF re
EF
Tc

µB

Tc
∼ 10−3µB

Tc
. (3.42)

Then we recover the usual expression for the superfluid velocity

vs(r) ≈
φ0

2πr
, (3.43)

which is valid at r � λ. The total field amplitude

hv(r) = horb
v (r) + hZ

v (r) (3.44)
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differs from the orbital part horb(r) Eq. (3.19) only within a distances ∼ ξv

from the vortex axis. In the high-κ limit we can therefore find a simple form

for the Zeeman internal field by looking at its asymptotic behaviour at radius

r � λ. By using Eqs. (3.38) and (3.39) we find the dominant term in Eq.

(3.34)

hZ
v(r) ≈ 4πε∆2

∞
ξ2
v

R2
. (3.45)

The local field amplitude is proportional to ε and hence proportional to

B in the limit µB � Tc. The formula (3.45) may be derived by directly

considering the equation ∇ × hZ
v = 4πjZ

v , which is valid in the absence of

orbital current. From Eq. (3.34) one can find the correction to Eq. (3.45),

δhZ
v = −4πε∆2

∞K0(R/λ) ln(R/ξv)/κ
2, namely δhZ

v/h
Z
v ∼ 1/κ2 for r ∼ ξv.

The local field deviation from average at the vortex centre is

h(0)−B
B

≈ hZ
v (0)

B
∼ m∗

m
kF re(1− T/Tc), (3.46)

with kF rem
∗/m ∼ 10−3, and the Zeeman free energy density ε(h−B)|∆|2 of

Eq. (2.10) compared with the regular free energy density α|∆|2 estimates

ε[h(0)−B]

α
∼
(µB
Tc

)2m∗

m
kF re. (3.47)

Therefore for Hc1 < B < Hc2 the Zeeman term of the first Ginzburg-Landau

equation is dominated over by the regular one (with coefficient α) which

means that the solution of the equation for the isolated vortex depends on

radius as

|∆(r)|
∆∞

∼


r/ξ, r � ξ

1− ξ2/r2, r � ξ

(3.48)

as it is in the absence of the Zeeman interaction [Abrikosov]. This justifies

the variational approach that makes use of the order parameter given by

Eqs. (3.15) and (3.18). The minimization of the energy of a single vortex
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gives the variational parameter ξv =
√

2 ξ as in the orbitally limited case

[33]. The lower critical field moreover keeps the usual value determined with

logarithmic accuracy as Hc1 ≈ φ0/(4πλ
2) lnκ.

Figure 3.1: Plot of the radial dependence of the dimensionless local magnetic
field 2πhvλ

2/φ0 around a single vortex for various inductions and with fixed
temperature Maki parameter αM = 3 and parameter λ/ξv = 200. The first
(blue) curve represents the orbital part of the local magnetic field alone.
The other curves show the addition of the Zeeman contribution with length-
scale ξ for different inductions which goes upon the orbital background. We
have verified that at large distance r > λ the field hZ

v (r) becomes negative
such that the total flux for single vortex is equal to the flux quantum (see
discussion in text).

At this point it is useful scaling the internal field B with Hp
c2 of Eq. (3.7)
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so that

b =
B

Hp
c2

(3.49)

is a dimensionless variable. Together with the temperature Maki parameter

in Eq. (3.8), the single vortex local field in the region r � λ Eqs. (3.19),

(3.44), and (3.45) evaluates to

hv(r) =
φ0

2πλ2

[
K0

(ξv
λ

√
1 + r2/ξ2

v

)
+

8αMb√
7ζ(3)(1 + r2/ξ2

v)

]
, (3.50)

which is shown in Fig. (3.1). The order of magnitude of Eq. (3.50) is

φ0

λ2
∼ (φ0k

2
F )(kF re)

( m
m∗

)
(1− T/Tc) ∼ 1Tesla

( m
m∗

)
(1− T/Tc), (3.51)

which is reduced when the electron effective mass is large. The ratio between

the two terms in Eq. (3.50) taken at the vortex center writes

hZ
v (0)

horb
v (0)

∼ αM
B

Hp
c2

= αM0
B

Hp
c20

= α2
M0

B

Horb
c20

, (3.52)

which is of the order unity when αM is of the order unity and (quadratically)

small in an orbitally limited superconductor, i. e. where αM0 < 1.

3.4.2 Neutron scattering form factors and muon spin

rotation static linewidth

Eq. (3.45) can be used in the form factors derivation since the contribution

to the Hankel transform brought by the region r > λ is negligible when

q−1 � λ, that is when the distance between the vortices is much smaller than

the penetration depth. We have validated the accuracy of approximation

Eq. (3.45) to calculate the form factors by numerical integration of the full

expression Eq. (3.34). Thus in the large-κ limit the form factors can be
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decomposed as a sum of two contributions

Fmn = F orb
mn + F Z

mn. (3.53)

By considering the form factors for a dilute array of vortices Eq. (3.12), the

orbital part in dimensionful form becomes

F orb
mn =

Bξv
qmnλ2

K1(qmnξv), (3.54)

with qmn given in Eq. (3.14), while the part which follows from the Zeeman

effect is

F Z
mn =

8π2ε∆2
∞ξ

2
v

φ0

BK0(qmnξv). (3.55)

After substitution of the near-Tc and low-field limit of ε Eq. (3.2) and using

the relation Eq. (2.19) this becomes

FZ
mn =

14ζ(3)N0v
2
F

〈|ψ(k̂)|4〉φ0

(µB
Tc

)2

K0(qmnξv). (3.56)

We again use the scaled internal field Eq. (3.49), temperature Maki param-

eter Eq. (3.8), and introduce

x = qmnξv =

√
π
√

7ζ(3)

2

b

αM
(m2 + n2), (3.57)

such that Eq. (3.53) in the limit B � Hp
c2 simply evaluates to

Fmn =
φ0

(2πλ)2

[ x

m2 + n2
K1(x) + 4πb2K0(x)

]
. (3.58)

In the vicinity of Tc the dimensionless form factors fmn = (2πλ)2Fmn/φ0

Eq. (3.58) have a universal form where only remains the parameter αM that

controls the relative contribution of the spin effect with respect to the charge

effect. The static linewidth Eq. (2.7) variations with dimensionless internal
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Figure 3.2: Dimensionless µSR static linewidth [Eqs. (2.7) and (3.58)] de-
pendence with induction scaled with Pauli critical field Hp

c2. Different values
for the temperature Maki parameter were used as indicated in the inset.

field b in the independent vortex limit and for different values for αM are

shown in Fig. (3.2). Observe in Fig. (2.7) the low field regime were all

curves meet which follows from the limit√ ∑
(m,n) 6=(0,0)

(fmn)2 →
√ ∑

(m,n)6=(0,0)

1

(m2 + n2)2
≈ 2.455 as b→ 0. (3.59)

The MacDonald functions assume the limits K0(z)→ − ln(z/2)−C and

Eq. (3.38) as z → 0 where C ≈ 0.5772 is the Euler constant. With Small

Angle Neutron Scattering experiment in mind in the large-αM limit it is
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useful considering Eq. (3.58) with (m,n) = (1, 0)

F10 =
φ0

(2πλ)2

[
1− 2πb2 ln

(
π
√

7ζ(3)

8αM
be2C

)]
. (3.60)

The effect of temperature on the form factors is also transparent from Eqs.

(3.58) and (3.57). The overall form factor amplitude proportional to 1/λ2

decreases linearly with temperature and the temperature Maki parameter

defined by Eq. (3.8) has square-root non-analyticity at Tc.

Figure 3.3: Comparison between experimental data (from [36]) at tempera-
ture T = 1K and the theoretical squared first form factor Eq. (3.58). The
parameters taken are αM = 2, Hp

c2 = 4.5T and λ = 6480Å.
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3.4.3 Discussion

The Zeeman effect significantly changes the form factor dependence on B for

parameter αM larger than unity. The origin of the effect is the local magnetic

field inhomogeneity on the length-scale ξ from the vortex axis developing lin-

early with B [ c. f. Fig. (3.1)]. In the vortex lattice this field inhomogeneity

is small [c .f. Eq. (3.46)] but builds upon a B-independent background which

sensibly varies on the scale λ. A fit of experimental squared first form factor

measured at temperature T = 1K [36] by formula Eq. (3.12) is shown in

Fig. (3.3). Notice the experiment is realised beyond the Ginzburg-Landau

regime. As temperature in Eq. (3.58) only enters through penetration depth

λ and Maki parameter αM , extension of the Ginzburg-Landau theory to lower

temperature merely consists in renormalisation of these parameters. The

comparison between the model and experiment leads to good agreement.

As shown by Eq. (3.12) the pairing symmetry of the singlet superconduc-

tor does not affect the ratio between the orbital and the Zeeman terms but

represents an overall factor [c. f. the penetration depth dependence on the

gap symmetry in Eq. (2.26)]. Assuming other parameters unchanged, the

form factor is larger in the s-wave case than in the d-wave case by a factor

3/2. Similar anomalous form factor variations were observed in experiment

on the s-wave superconductor TmNi2B2C [52].

A phenomenological model connected to anomalous vortex lattice mag-

netism has been recently developed [53]. It consists of a Ginzburg-Landau

free energy coupling superconductivity with magnetisation of localised spins.

The result is substitution of external field H → H[1 + γM/A(T )] where γM

accounts for localised spin contribution to the field acting on the supercon-

ducting electron spin and A(T ) is the localised magnetism inverse suscep-

tibility. In connection with the present model this leads to the increase in

the coupling between superconducting electron magnetic moment and the

internal field with Maki parameter enhancement. This additional effect is

relevant to leading to strongly Pauli limited superconductors.
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Analysis of the equations II:

Abrikosov solution in the Pauli

limit close to critical field

The form factors as given by Eq. (3.58) are found in the isolated vortex

approximation. The derivation does not work near the transition to the

metal. Near to Hp
c2(T ) (the curve solution of α = 0) we instead take the point

of view of Abrikosov [Abrikosov] by using the solution of the linearised first

Ginzburg-landau equation Eq. (2.16) to determine the field inhomogeneity

in the Pauli limit and temperature above the tricritical point.

At large Maki parameter and in the vicinity of the critical field Hp
c2(T )

the main cause of magnetic field inhomogeneity in the vortex lattice comes

from the Zeeman spin response [44, 30]

δh(r) = −4πε(|∆(r)|2 − |∆(r)|2), (4.1)

where ε is given by Eq. (2.12) and by overlining we again mean averaging

over a vortex lattice unit cell. Thus the form factors are proportional to the

Fourier coefficients of |∆|2, which needs to be determined from the linearised

56
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first Ginzburg-Landau equation (2.16).

4.1 Abrikosov’s solution of the linearised Gin-

zburg-Landau equation

The gap solves the linearised Ginzburg-Landau equation Eq. (2.16). For

a square vortex lattice with period L(B) =
√
φ0/B this is [Abrikosov, de-

Gennes]

∆(r) = C
+∞∑

n=−∞

(−1)nei2πny/L(B)e−π(x/L(B)−n+1/2)2 , (4.2)

so that |∆(mL(B), nL(B))| = 0 (m and n are integer). Multiplying the

expression by its complex conjugate we obtain

|∆(r)|2 = C2

+∞∑
m,n=−∞

(−1)n+me−π(x/L(B)−n+1/2)2

×e−π(x/L(B)−m+1/2)2ei2π(n−m)y/L(B). (4.3)

Now, putting the dummy index n′ = n − m, and using one-dimensional

Poisson’s summation formula [Abrikosov]

+∞∑
m=−∞

f(x−mL) =
1

L

+∞∑
m=−∞

F1[f ]
(2πm

L

)
e2πimx/L, (4.4)

where F1[f ](q) =
∫ +∞
−∞ dz f(z)e−iqz, we have the desired expression

|∆(r)|2 =
C2

√
2

+∞∑
m,n=−∞

(−1)m+n+mne−
π
2

(m2+n2)ei2π(mx+ny)/L(B). (4.5)

The average is

|∆(r)|2 =
C2

√
2
. (4.6)
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4.2 Vortex lattice form factors and static line-

width

By Eqs. (4.1), (4.5) and (4.6), the form factors corresponding to the Bragg

peaks with indices (m,n) 6= (0, 0) become

FA
mn = −4πε|∆(r)|2(−1)m+n+mne−

π
2

(m2+n2). (4.7)

and the vortex lattice static linewidth simply reads

σVL
s =

4πs√
2
γµε|∆(r)|2, (4.8)

where

s =

√√√√( +∞∑
n=−∞

e−πn2

)2

− 1 ≈ 0.4247. (4.9)

Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) explicitly show that the vortex lattice form factors

and static linewidth vanish when the transition is of the second order but

shows a discontinuity where the transition is of the first order. In the former

case, the gap average is [44, 30]

|∆(r)|2 =
|α|

2βAβ
, (4.10)

where α and β of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) are the quadratic and quartic

coefficients of the Ginzburg-Landau free energy Eq. (2.10). The Abrikosov

parameter

βA = |∆(r)|4/|∆(r)|2
2

(4.11)

is β�A = 1.18 for a square vortex lattice and β4A = 1.16 for a triangular lattice.

Then it follows

σVL
s =

2πsγµ√
2βA

|α|ε
β
, (4.12)
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Figure 4.1: µSR static linewidth as obtained from Abrikosov’s analysis in
the Pauli limit Eq. (4.8) for a temperature range from the tricritical point
temperature T0 to the superconductor critical temperature Tc. We have
scaled the internal field with respect to Hp

c2(T ). Note the rapid increase in
the absolute value of the slope of σVL

s (B) while approaching the first order
transition at T/Tc ≈ 0.5615 and µHp

c2/Tc ≈ 1.0728.

which is shown in Fig. (4.1).

In the immediate vicinity of B ∼ Hp
c2(T ) we can linearise α ≈ ε(Hp

c2)(B−
Hp

c2) so that we see that the form factors Eq. (4.7) collapse linearly below

the critical field and that the slope absolute value diverge as T → TGL
0 where

β → 0. Below are shown plots of the squared form factor (FA
10)2 Eq. (4.7)

together with experimental curves from [36].
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4.3 Discussion

We have derived the evolution with internal magnetic field of the vortex

lattice form factors and static linewidth in the Pauli (large Maki parame-

ter) limit from the solution of the linearised first Ginzburg-Landau equation

close to the transition temperature Tc(B). We observe a linear collapse of the

static linewidth close to the transition line and a crossover from continuous

vanishing to discontinuous behaviour when approaching the tricritical point

temperature. At lower field the static linewidth shows linear increase consis-

tent with what was found in the previous chapter except in the very low-field

limit where the solution in the independent vortex limit yields ∝ B2 ln(B)

variations. Computed squared first form factor is displayed in Fig. (4.2) fol-

lowed by corresponding experimental curves [36] in Fig. (4.3). Inspection of

the two figures leads us to assert reasonable agreement between measurement

and the present analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Dimensionless squared form factor Eq. (4.7) dependence on
induction evaluated for a temperature range between TGL

0 and Tc.
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Figure 4.3: (from [36]) Experimental squared first form factor for a temper-
ature range as indicated in inset.



Chapter 5

Temperature-dependent

effective Ginzburg-Landau

parameter

It was recently observed [54, 55] anomalous magnetic field-dependence of the

effective Ginzburg-Landau parameter κeff . This parameter is defined through

magnetisation dependence on external magnetic field (see below) and corre-

sponds to the usual Ginzburg-Landau parameter κGL = λ/ξ in orbitally

limited superconductors, where λ is the Ginzburg-Landau penetration depth

and ξ the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length. In this chapter we show that

the Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov theory for type II superconductors near the

upper critical field predicts significant effective Ginzburg-Landau tempera-

ture dependence if the zero temperature Maki parameter αM0 is large. This

method allows identifying a number of heavy electron systems as strongly

Pauli limited superconductors. Material included in this chapter has been

published in [56].

The effective tool for the experimental determination of the Ginzburg-

Landau parameter κeff near the critical temperature is given by the famous

Abrikosov formula [2] for the field derivative of magnetisation near the upper
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critical field in the type-II superconductors

dM

dH

∣∣∣∣
H=Hc2

=
1

4π(2κ2
eff − 1)βA

. (5.1)

Here βA is the Abrikosov parameter Eq. (4.11). In practice, it is convenient

to use the Ehrenfest formula which relates the slope of magnetisation curve

near Hc2 to the specific heat jump at T = Tc(Hc2)

∆C

T
=

(
dHc2

dT

)2(
dM

dH

)
. (5.2)

From Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain

κeff =
1√
2

√
1 +

T

4πβA∆C

(
dHc2

dT

)2

. (5.3)

For type II superconductors with large κeff ,

κeff ≈
∣∣∣∣dHc2

dT

∣∣∣∣
√

T

8πβA∆C
. (5.4)

The slope of the upper critical field in the vicinity of Tc is temperature-

independent. The same is true for the ratio T/∆C. In several heavy fermionic

compounds however there was revealed a fast drop of the effective Ginzburg-

Landau parameter with decreasing temperature [57, 54]. So, κeff proved to be

a function of temperature. Already in the earliest experimental study there

was suggested [57] that this temperature dependence is an effect of Pauli de-

pairing. Then the temperature dependence of the effective Ginzburg-Landau

parameter has been discussed theoretically in the paper [58] from numerical

solution of the Eilenberger equations with account of both the orbital and

the Zeeman effects. Later the analytical expression for the parameter be-

low Tc(H) in the large αM0 limit has been found in the paper [44]. Here
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we give in a straightforward way a simple analytic formula for the effective

Ginzburg-Landau parameter valid near the phase transition line taking into

account both the paramagnetic and the orbital depairing dependence. Then

we compare this with results of the paper [44].

5.1 The critical field temperature derivative

We saw in chapter 3 that in the field regime µB � 2πTc the solution of the

linearised Ginzburg-Landau equation as the linear combination of Landau

wave functions with level n = 0 yields the equation for the upper critical

field

N0
T − Tc
Tc

+ a

(
µB

Tc

)2

+ 2eγB = 0, (5.5)

where we recall Tc is the superconductor critical temperature at zero field and

N0 the metal volumic density of states at the Fermi level. This formula is

valid for any type of superconducting state with singlet pairing or not equal

spin triplet pairing and one component order parameter from a metal with

arbitrary Fermi surface shape. The value of coefficients can of course have

different values in concrete materials with different purities or different field

orientation with respect to crystallographic axes. In a d-wave superconductor

the coefficient a = 7ζ(3)N0/(4π
2).

Solving Eq. (5.5) we obtain the critical field Eq. (3.5) and the orbital and

Pauli limits Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). By differentiating Eq. (3.5) with respect

to temperature, substituting the orbital critical field Eq. (3.6) this becomes

in a clean superconductor

−dHc2

dT
=

N0/(2eγTc)√
1 + Cα2

M0(1− T/Tc)
, (5.6)

with C a constant of the order of unity and αM0 the zero temperature Maki

parameter Eq. (2.2). In the limit of small Maki parameters the critical
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field temperature derivative is determined by the orbital effect only, it is

temperature-independent and given by the numerator of Eq. (5.6). In a su-

perconductor with strong paramagnetic effect however that is at large enough

Maki parameter the value of |dHc2/dT | rapidly decreases with decreasing

temperature, which leads to the fast decrease in the Ginzburg-Landau pa-

rameter (5.4).

5.2 Comparison with previous results

We have found the temperature dependence of the Ginzburg-Landau param-

eter on the basis of the Ehrenfest relation (5.2). As we have already pointed

out there was derived an expression for κeff valid in the limit of strong para-

magnetic depairing in [44]. To compare these results it is convenient to begin

with the general formula1 for the spatial average of the superconductor free

energy density

Fs = Fn0 +
B2

8π
− (F2(∆,A0))2

4
[
F4(∆,A0)− h2

1/(8π)
] , (5.7)

where Fn0 is the free energy density in the normal state in absence of magnetic

field, and F2 and F4 collect together quadratic and quartic terms with respect

to ∆ respectively. Just below the upper critical line Hc2(T ), the magnetic

field is partially screened by supercurrents and we decompose h = B + h1,

such that h1 = 0, and correspondingly A = A0 + A1.

Starting with this formula one can derive a general expression for κeff at

arbitrary Maki parameter value. However, to escape cumbersome formulæ

we consider only the situations with αM0 � 1 and αM0 � 1. In the first case

F2(∆,A0) = 2eγ[(B −Horb
c2 (T )]|∆|2, (5.8)

1The general expression for the spatially averaged energy is derived exactly in the same
manner as Eq. (20) in the paper [44] where it was done for αM0 � 1.
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while in the second case

F2(∆,A0) = ε[(B −Hp
c2(T )]|∆|2. (5.9)

Here,

ε =

(
∂α

∂B

)
B=Hp

c2

=
2aµ2Hp

c2

T 2
c

. (5.10)

In any case

F4(∆,A0) = ββA(|∆|2)2. (5.11)

Then, taking into account the screening current term h2
1/(8π) in the denom-

inator of Eq. (5.7) we come [44] to the equation

Fs = Fn0 +
B2

8π
− (B −Hc2(T ))2

8π[1 + βA(2κ2
eff − 1)]

, (5.12)

valid for any Maki parameter value. But for αM0 � 1 one must put here the

upper critical field as determined by Eq. (3.6) and then the Ginzburg-Landau

parameter writes

κeff = κGL =

√
β

4
√
πeγ

. (5.13)

Whereas for αM0 � 1 and 1 − T/Tc > 1/α2
M0 one must use the upper

critical field as determined by Eq. (3.7) and the Ginzburg-Landau parameter

becomes

κeff =

√
β

2
√
πε
. (5.14)

The latter for a clean superconductor can be rewritten as

κeff ≈
κGL

αM0

√
1− T/Tc

. (5.15)

This expression is in obvious correspondence with Eqs. (5.6) and (5.4).

The derived temperature dependence of the Ginzburg-Landau parameter

is consistent with experimental observations [54] in several heavy fermionic
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superconductors CeCoIn5, URu2Si2, NpPd5Al2. In all of these compounds

the phase transition to the superconducting state becomes of the first order

in the low-temperature-high-field region [37, 59, 60], which directly demon-

strates the dominant role played by paramagnetic Clogston, Chandrasekhar

[41, 42] depairing mechanism.

Similar observations have been recently made [55] in heavy fermionic com-

pound UBe13. This case demands further investigation because it seems that

this material with extremely high upper critical field [61] and T 3 behaviour

of specific heat at low temperature [62] belongs to triplet superconductors

with point nodes in the quasiparticle spectrum.



Chapter 6

Conclusion part I

On the basis of the Ginzburg-Landau expansion for the superconductor free

energy including both electron charge and spin coupling to the internal mag-

netic field, we have studied the evolution with field of anomalous local mag-

netic field inhomogeneity as measured by vortex lattice form factors and

muon spin rotation static linewidth both in the limit of independent vortices

near Tc, and in the near Hp
c2(T ) regime on the other hand.

In the first case, relying on a variational function for the gap structure

of an isolated vortex we have found a simple expression for the form factors

which is a function of the internal field scaled with the temperature dependent

upper critical field in the Pauli limit and includes a single parameter αM =

αM0

√
1− T/Tc with αM0 = µφ0Tc/v

2
F the zero-temperature Maki parameter.

We have found a crossover between two regimes depending on the value of

αM . In the orbitally limited regime (αM < 1) the static linewidth (this also

stands for the form factor F10) decreases with respect to internal field as

previously known. The Pauli limited regime (αM > 1) however yields static

linewidth increase (first in a non-analytic way, then linearly) because of local

field inhomogeneity increase in the vortex core region due to Zeeman effect.

Comparison between the derived formula and experimental data gives good

agreement.
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In the regime near Hp
c2(T ) we have applied the Abrikosov solution of the

linearised first Ginzburg-Landau equation to determine the magnetic field

inhomogeneity in the Pauli limit. We recovered the form factor linear increase

and found form factor linear collapse at the critical field Hp
c2. We described

the approach from second-order to first-order transition to the metal (this

occurs at T/Tc ≈ 0.56 and µHp
c2/Tc ≈ 1.07) with a sudden raise in the

absolute value of the slope of σVL
s (B) while approaching Hp

c2(T ).

The additional chapter discusses the effective Ginzburg-Landau param-

eter dependence on temperature in the vicinity of the upper critical field.

We have contrasted expected behaviour in the orbital limit (αM0 � 1) lead-

ing to constant effective Ginzburg-Landau parameter with the Pauli limit

(αM0 � 1) leading to sudden increase in the parameter when raising tem-

perature to Tc(B) with B < Tc/(µαM0) (vicinity of Tc). This provides addi-

tional signature of Pauli-limited superconductivity allowing identification of

a number of experimental systems such as URu2Si2, NpPd5Al2 and possibly

UBe13 as being elements of this class.



Part II

Field-induced spin-exciton

condensation
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Chapter 7

Heavy electron

superconductivity and

antiferromagnetism

We now turn to the issue of the relation between superconductivity and an-

tiferromagnetism in heavy electron compounds. This is supported by long-

term experimental investigation on superconducting CeCoIn5 with magnetic

field applied in the tetragonal crystal plane (Hc20 ≈ 11.7T). Crucial exper-

imental facts [63, 64, 48, 65, 66, 67] proved the confinement of magnetism

(incommensurate spin density wave1 close to antiferromagnetism) within the

superconductor. This raised the questions of how magnetism emerges from

superconductivity in high magnetic field. First we state experimental evi-

dence on the nature of the system ground state and review theoretical ideas

on interaction between heavy electron superconductivity and antiferromag-

netism in magnetic field. Second we present complementary information

provided by inelastic neutron scattering with description of spin collective

1Here we use the terminology spin density wave to denote static quasi long range spin
correlations with finite wave-vector q. In particular the commensurate case with doubling
of lattice period is referred to as antiferromagnetism.
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mode. Third we recall how spin correlations and superconductivity are con-

sidered in the spin-fermion model and how such an approach relates inelastic

and ground state properties.

Figure 7.1: (From [48]) CeCoIn5 phase diagram in temperature and mag-
netic field directed in the plane of the tetragonal crystal structure ([1,-1,0]
direction). The magnetically ordered phase is colored in red. The blue and
open circles signal first- and second-order transition respectively between the
metal and the superconductor as revealed by specific heat measurement [40].
The green circles represent the boundary of the high-field-low-temperature
magnetic phase as measured by specific heat [40] and red circles are results
of neutron diffraction experiment [48]. The inset shows the crystal and mag-
netic structures with static magnetic moments on the Ce3+ ions.
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7.1 Background information

Original measurement [40] in CeCoIn5 phase diagram of a line of discontinuity

in the specific heat highlighted a second-order transition to a high-field-low-

temperature phase (10T < H < 11.5T, T < 0.4K) inside the superconductor

with magnetic field applied in the basal plane of the tetragonal crystal struc-

ture [c. f. Fig. (7.1)]. In such a configuration the upper critical field in

CeCoIn5 is mostly determined by Pauli limiting (Hc20 ≈ 11.7T) and due to

this the phase transition to the superconducting state below T ≈ 0.4Tc ≈ 1K

is of the first order [37]. This phase transition of the superconductor was

initially interpreted as a realisation of the Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov

(FFLO) state [40].

An important finding was later achieved by Kenzelmann and collaborators

[48, 65] [Fig. (7.1)] while using elastic neutron scattering to probe magnetism

in this low-temperature and high-field region of the superconductor. It was

observed a spin density wave order with wave-vector Q = (q, q, π) (c. f.

footnote2). q ≈ 0.9π is incommensurate and almost independent of the field

magnitude. The appearance of the magnetic phase coincides with the transi-

tion line determined by thermodynamical measurement which gives evidence

that the phase previously detected at high-field has a magnetic character

with magnetic coherence length ∼ 3000Å [48] extending well beyond the vor-

tex cores. The value of the magnetic moment on Cerium sites m = 0.15µB is

small and oriented along the c-axis of the tetragonal crystal structure. It was

remarkable there that incommensurate spin density wave was confined within

the superconducting phase, meaning that superconductivity is an essential

ingredient for spin density wave to develop. The existence of the transition

in the superconductor was earlier detected by magnetisation measurement

[63], magnetic order was revealed by Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

[64, 66], further NMR experiment [67] lead to characterisation of magnetic

2In this part we express lengths in units of the in-plane lattice constant `ab.
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order evolution with field, and neutron diffraction [68] showed the phase dis-

appearance when the field is rotated with angle > 17◦ with respect to the

crystal basal plane.

From a theoretical point of view these coexisting orders were discussed

within models which can be divided into three classes. In the first one

[48, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73] theories rely on coupling between spin density wave,

superconductivity and superconductivity with Cooper pairs having non-zero

center of mass momentum (FFLO phase, Pair Density Wave (PDW), or π-

triplet superconductivity), which stabilises spin density wave and supercon-

ductivity at high-field and low-temperature. In particular the model [70, 71]

considers the magnetic transition as an extrinsic property of the supercon-

ductor which is an effect of the density of state increase due to bound state

formation in the planes of the FFLO phase where the superconductor gap

vanishes. A second point of view [74] also put forward an extrinsic mecha-

nism with the role played by the vortex lattice in a dk2a−k2b -wave supercon-

ductor which increases the density of states in the nodal direction of the

gap and triggers a magnetic instability. In the third class [75, 76, 77] it was

emphasised the importance of Pauli limiting in d-wave superconductors for

stabilizing spin density wave order in the case where the two-dimensional

fermion excitation energy spectrum presents nesting features of the metal

Fermi surface. In [75, 76] the Fermi surface is considered to be analogous to

the one in ferropnictides high-critical-temperature superconductors and there

was moreover conjectured that the low-temperature-high-field superconduct-

ing phase in CeCoIn5 consists of coexisting FFLO and incommensurate spin

density wave orders. The model [77] proposed the enhancement of nesting

due to pockets formed by the d-wave superconductivity order parameter in

nodal region of the energy spectrum.

Another key observation was made on CeCoIn5 by Inelastic Neutron Scat-

tering. Stock and collaborators [78] measured a spin resonance that was sharp

in energy (Ωres = 0.60 ± 0.03 meV) with wave-vector distribution centered
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Figure 7.2: (From [78]) Spin resonance measured by Stock and collabora-
tors by inelastic neutron scattering (the experiment extracts the imaginary
part of the spin dynamical susceptibility). This is taken at commensurate
wave-vector Q = (π, π, π), which is the point in momentum space where the
resonance intensity is maximum. The experimental convention is to take the
dimensions of the Brillouin zone as units for expressing wave-vectors. Our
convention is different as stated in text.

on Q = (π, π, π) and width ≈ 0.3π. Thereafter Panarin and collaborators

[79] examined the evolution of the resonance in magnetic field applied in the

[1,-1,0] direction. They observed a decrease in the resonance energy and a

broadening in its lineshape with increasing field. They were able to measure

it up to the field ≈ 0.5Hc20 at which point the resonance signal was lost in

the incoherent part of the neutron diffusion spectrum.

Interpreting the inelastic neutron scattering data has given rise to debate.

Eremin and collaborators [80] have attributed the resonance to the proximity
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to the threshold of particle-hole excitation of a dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor in

the same line as the discussion of experiment in the original paper [78] and by

analogy with analysis of resonances in cuprate high-Tc superconductors [81,

82, 83, 84, 12, 85]. We refer to this interpretation as the spin-exciton scenario.

The particle-hole decay threshold energy at antiferromagnetic wave-vector

Q = (π, π, π) writes [80]

Ω0 = min
k

(|∆k|+ |∆k+Q|), (7.1)

where the wave-vector k belongs to the Fermi surface in the crystal first

Brillouin zone and so does k + Q (c . f. footnote3). |∆k| and |∆k+Q| are the

order parameter complex moduli at these points of wave-vector space. The

spin-exciton interpretation [81, 82, 83, 84, 12, 85] requires the symmetry of

the superconductor order parameter to be dk2a−k2b -wave which follows from

the necessity the order parameter changes sign from one hot-spot to the

other. Observation of the resonance therefore represents the proof for the

order parameter symmetry in CeCoIn5 according to [78, 80].

Such an interpretation for the spin resonance was however criticised by

Chubukov and Gor’kov [86] because of the lack of strict two-dimensionality

of the compound. Instead, they proposed a magnon scenario in a three-

dimensional system where the presence of the superconducting gap removes

Landau damping of the spin collective mode and makes the magnon coherent

in energy. From their point of view observation of the resonance is not a probe

of the superconductor order parameter symmetry but instead a manifestation

of the effect of superconductivity in hindering hybridization between itinerant

s-p-d electrons and localized f-electrons.

Here we shall argue in favour of the spin-exciton scenario [87] in a quasi

two-dimensional dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor and show that the ground state

3The set of points of the Fermi surface that are connected by the wave-vector at
which the spin susceptibility is maximum [here this is the diagonal antiferromagnetic
wave-vector Q = (π, π, π)] are referred to as hot-lines in three-dimension and hot-spots in
two-dimension [12].
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transition in magnetic field observed [48] in superconducting CeCoIn5 can

be viewed as an intrinsic property of the superconductor and a direct con-

sequence of the existence of the superconductor collective spin excitation

mode [78] whose condensation4 naturally explains confinement of magnetic

ordering within the superconductor. This effect can be understood in the

”two-fluid” approach connected with observation [27, 28, 29] on supercon-

ducting CeCoIn5.

7.2 Model considerations

We now give a formulation of the model on the basis of experimental knowl-

edge of the fermion excitation energy spectrum in the non-superconducting

state and the pairing symmetry in the superconducting state.

7.2.1 Electronic structure quasi two-dimensionality and

superconductor dk2
a−k2

b
-wave pairing symmetry

Regarding dimensionality a number of de-Haas-van-Alphen and transport

measurements [16, 17, 88, 89] have determined the momentum resolved elec-

tronic structure in the non-superconducting phase of CeCoIn5. It was found

a multiband system with remarkable two-dimensional character [in partic-

ular de-Haas-van-Alphen experiment [16, 17, 88] highlighted strong two-

dimensionality displayed by the α electron-15 band, c. f. Fig. (7.3)]. In

spite of caution [86] on two-dimensional system hypothesis, we argue here

that the electronic structure of CeCoIn5 has sufficient two-dimensional char-

acter so that we can consider a model of a two dimensional metal from which

superconductivity develops.

On the other hand determining the superconductor pairing symmetry has

been a long-standing issue. A method based on the supercurrent Doppler

4Here the term condensation is used in the sense of a transition of a dynamic collective
excitation mode to static ordering.
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Figure 7.3: (From [16]) de-Haas-van-Alphen oscillation frequencies depen-
dence on the magnetic field orientation with respect to the crystal principal
axes. This shows multiband character and alpha band (electron 15-band)
with two-dimensional character.

shift effect for characterising the state of unconventional superconductors in

magnetic field has been developed in a series of theoretical and experimental

papers [90, 19, 20] (for a review see [9]). The principle stands on the mod-

ification of the electronic system thermodynamics when a magnetic field is

rotated in space due to superconductor gap anisotropy. By measuring ther-

mal conductivity in magnetic field the symmetry of the gap in CeCoIn5 has

been found to be dk2a−k2b -wave [19]. Although this result was for some time

contradicted by specific heat data of another group [91] indicating dkakb-wave

symmetry, dk2a−k2b -wave symmetry was later confirmed by Andreev reflection
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experiment [92] and by new specific heat measurement [21]. Expression for

dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor order parameter corresponding to the irreducible

representation B1g of the tetragonal crystal point group reads [12] (c. f. Fig.

7.4)

∆k =
∆0

2

∑
n

an[cos(nka)− cos(nkb)]. (7.2)

From the point of view of the spin-fermion model [12] a feature required

for dk2a−k2b -wave superconductivity pairing in a two-dimensional system close

to antiferromagnetic ground state transition is the existence of hot-spots.

This gives rise to Landau-damped spin density fluctuations interacting with

fermions and leads to superconductivity pairing [12]. Their existence also

plays a determinant role for the spin collective excitations in the supercon-

ducting state5. It was argued [86] that the α-band seen in de-Haas-van-

Alphen experiment is large enough to contain hot-spots. In the present model

we are considering dk2a−k2b -wave superconductivity on a single two-dimensional

Fermi surface including hot-spots. We shall not study the superconducting

transition itself but start with a system in a dk2a−k2b -wave superconducting

ground state and consider static and dynamic uniaxial spin susceptibilities

in transverse magnetic field.

7.2.2 Spin-fermion model

We construct our argumentation on the frame of the spin-fermion model in a

two-dimensional dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor [86, 12] which describes inter-

action between superconductivity and collective spin excitations in a system

close to ground state magnetic transition with short-range spin correlations.

The two building blocks are fermion excitations and spin density fluctuation

5We have earlier introduced hot-spots as special points in wave-vector space defined
by the non-superconducting properties of a two-dimensional system. In the dk2a−k2b -wave

superconductor, their is a gap above the hot-spots which yields [86] (c. f. below) a dynamic
collective spin excitation mode with maximum intensity at antiferromagnetic wave-vector.
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Figure 7.4: Superconductor dk2a−k2b -wave symmetry order parameter on first
Brillouin zone of a square lattice in the case of zero magnetic field. Diag-
onals mark the locations where the order parameter vanishes, on each side
of which it changes sign. Black circles represent the points (Dirac points)
of intersection between the Fermi line and the diagonals. At these discrete
locations the fermion energy spectrum remains gapless.

excitations which are part of the action [12]

S = SFermion + SSpin + SInt. (7.3)

We recall the electron part

SFermion = −T
∑
k,σ,ωm

[G(0)
σ (k, iωm)]−1a†kσakσ, (7.4)

with the free electron Green function

G(0)
σ (k, iωm) =

1

iωm − σµB − εk
, (7.5)
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where ωm = πT (2m+ 1) are fermion Matsubara frequencies (m are integer),

εk the fermion excitation energy spectrum measured from chemical potential,

σ the electron spin projection, µ the electron magnetic moment and B the

superconductor internal magnetic field. The spin part we consider uniaxial6

is

SSpin =
T

2

∑
q,Ωn

χ−1
0 (q, iΩn)Sxq S

x
−q, (7.6)

where the free spin excitation propagator has the Ornstein-Zernike form

χ0(q, iΩn) =
χ0

ξ−2
m + |q−Q|2 − (iΩn)2/v2

s

. (7.7)

Here Ωn = 2nπT are boson Matsubara frequencies (n are integer), χ0 is a

constant, ξm a magnetic correlation length in units of the cell parameter, and

vs an energy scale for the spin collective excitations in absence of fermions.

The interaction term between the fermions and spins writes

SInt = g

∫
k,q

a†k+qασ
x
αβakβS

x
−q. (7.8)

The full fermion Green functions are defined as

Gσ(k, iωm) = −
∫ 1/T

0

dτ eiωmτ 〈akσ(τ)a†kσ(0)〉, (7.9)

Fσ(k, iωm) = −
∫ 1/T

0

dτ eiωmτσ〈akσ(τ)a−k−σ(0)〉, (7.10)

F+
σ (k, iωm) = −

∫ 1/T

0

dτ eiωmτσ〈a†−k−σ(τ)a†kσ(0)〉. (7.11)

where brackets mean Gibbs averaging, akσ(τ) are imaginary time-dependent

fermion operators in the Matsubara representation [AGD]. In a supercon-

ductor with Zeeman magnetic field along the z-axis they evaluate to (c. f.

6In this part we consider spin excitations along the single axis x which corresponds to
the c-axis of the tetragonal crystal.
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addendum)

Gσ(k, iωm) =
iωm − σµB + εk

(iωm − σµB)2 − ε2k −∆2
k

, (7.12)

and

Fσ(k, iωm) = F+
σ (k, iωm) =

∆k

(iωm − σµB)2 − ε2k −∆2
k

, (7.13)

where we have fixed the phase of ∆k so that it is real. The full spin-density

fluctuation Green function in the case of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along

the x-axis is defined as

χ(q, iΩn) =

∫ 1/T

0

dτ

∫
d2r e−iq·r+iΩnτ 〈Sx(r, τ)Sx(0, 0)〉, (7.14)

where Sx(r, τ) is an imaginary time-dependent boson operator in the Mat-

subara representation. This can be written as

χ−1(q, iΩn) = χ−1
0 (q, iΩn)− Π(q, iΩn), (7.15)

which consists of the free part Eq. (7.7) and a self-energy part due to fermions

Π(q, iΩn). At one loop level the self energy reads

Πab(q, iΩn)

= −g2χ0T
∑

k,σ,σ′,,ωm

[
σaσσ′Gσ′(k, iωm)σbσ′σGσ(k + q, iωm + iΩn)

+σaσσ′Fσ′(k, iωm)σbσ′σF
+
σ (k + q, iωm + iΩn)

]
, (7.16)

with σa the Pauli matrices, we note Π(q, iΩn) = Πxx(q, iΩn), and the re-

tarded response function is obtained from analytic continuation iΩn → Ω +

i0+ with 0+ a positive infinitesimal.

Connection between the model Eq. (7.15) and experiment is provided

by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem which relates the spin correlations

represented by the dynamic structure factor in inelastic neutron scattering

experiment [78] with the spin excitation spectral function (the imaginary part
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of the spin excitation retarded Green function)

S(q,Ω) =
2

1− e−Ω/T
=mχ(q,Ω + i0+). (7.17)

In general the spectral function can be written as

=mχ(q,Ω) =
=mΠ(q,Ω)

[χ−1
0 (q,Ω)−<eΠ(q,Ω)]2 + [=mΠ(q,Ω)]2

(7.18)

which looks like a Dirac delta πδ[χ−1
0 (q,Ω)−<eΠ(q,Ω)] in absence of Landau

damping by fermion particle-hole excitations (i. e. as =mΠ(q,Ω) → 0). In

this limit the collective spin excitation mode is a resonance i. e. is coherent

in energy. This can be re-expressed as

=mχ(q,Ω) = Zδ(Ω− Ωres), (7.19)

which defines the resonance energy Ωres solution of χ−1
0 (q,Ω)−<eΠ(q,Ω) = 0

and the spectral weigth

Z = πabs
( ∂

∂Ω

[
χ−1

0 (q,Ω)−<eΠ(q,Ω)
]

Ω=Ωres

)−1

. (7.20)

Eq. (7.19) defines a collective mode [pole of the spin Green function Eq.

(7.15)] which is in general an inelastic process i. e. Ωres 6= 0. The ad-

ditional requirement Ωres = 0 is a condition for a ground state instability

also known as Overhauser criterion for spin density wave transition. These

relations constitute the basis of the next chapter on collective properties of

two-dimensional dk2a−k2b -wave superconductors in Zeeman field.
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7.3 Addendum: Fermion excitation energy

spectrum for a superconductor in Zee-

man magnetic field

In this supplementary section we express the fermion excitation energy spec-

trum for a d-wave singlet superconductor in Zeeman magnetic field starting

from the pairing Hamiltonian. In matrix notation the latter reads

H =
1

2

∑
kσ

ΨkσĤkσΨkσ (7.21)

with

Ψkσ =
(
a†kσ, σa−k−σ

)
, Ψkσ =

( akσ

σa†−k−σ

)
(7.22)

and

Ĥkσ =

(
εk + σµB ∆k

∆∗k −εk + σµB

)
. (7.23)

We have assumed space inversion symmetry ε−k = εk. The fermion Gor’kov-

Nambu Green function solves the Dyson equation

Ĝ−1
σ (k, iωm) = iωm − Ĥkσ, (7.24)

where we recall ωm = πT (2m + 1) the fermion Matsubara frequency. This

directly gives

Ĝσ(k, iωm) =

(
iωm − σµB + εk ∆k

∆∗k iωm − σµB − εk

)
(iωm − σµB)2 − ε2k − |∆k|2

, (7.25)

together with the Green functions Eqs. (7.12), (7.13), and (7.11). The later

are characterized by the spectrum of fermion excitation in the superconductor
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Figure 7.5: Fermi pockets in the first Brillouin zone of a dk2a−k2b -wave su-
perconductor in Zeeman magnetic field. The pockets set of momenta which
solve

√
ε2k + ∆2

k = µB are in blue. Also shown are hot-spots in orange. We
took µB = 0.23∆0 with superconductor and metal spectra defined in the
next chapter.

[93]

Es
kσ = s[ε2k + ∆2

k]
1/2 + σµB (7.26)

where s, σ = ±1 represents the particle-hole index. In a d-wave superconduc-

tor the Zeeman field transforms the gap nodes to pockets [c. f. Fig. (7.5)]

of gapless quasiparticles.



Chapter 8

From collective spin density

fluctuation mode to magnetic

ordering of a quasi two

dimensional dk2a−k2b
-wave

superconductor

The field-induced spin-exciton criticality scenario is presented. The first sec-

tion consists in the analysis of the properties of the spin polarisation function

in the two-dimensional dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor with Zeeman magnetic

field. It shows how the singular behaviour of the response function for nearly

commensurate wave-vector arises and how this leads to criticality in mag-

netic field directed transversally to the easy magnetic direction. The second

section provides results from numerical computation of the spin polarisa-

tion function with comparison between the static response functions field

dependence in the superconductor and in the metal . We then present field

dependence of the collective mode energy for comparison with experiment.

Discussion of the approach is included in the last section. Part of the results

87
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of this chapter are from the published article [87] and from the SCES 2011

(Strongly Correlated Electron Systems) conference proceeding [94] accepted

for publication.

Figure 8.1: Configuration of diagonal antiferromagnetic and nesting wave-
vectors in the two-dimensional first Brillouin zone (by nesting wave-vector
we mean the wave-vector that connects a pair of points of the Fermi line
where Fermi velocities are parallel). Contour plot of the normal-state energy
spectrum used for numerics εk = 0 (the Fermi line) is shown. Points of
intersection between the Fermi line and the antiferromagnetic Brillouin zone
(diamond included in the Brillouin zone) are hot-spots. The spin-fermion
model for the dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor instability [12] predicts flat gap at
these eight locations.

8.1 Analytic approach

Here we develop the scenario for the occurrence of the phase with coexist-

ing superconductivity and spin density wave in CeCoIn5 which consists in
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the ground state transition [48, 65] as the result of field-induced criticality

of the collective mode detected with inelastic neutron scattering [78] at en-

ergy Ωres ≈ 0.6meV and whose evolution has been observed in magnetic field

[79, 95, 96]. The mechanism is an intrinsic property of the superconductor

and follows from (i) the reduced dimensionality of the system, (ii) the exis-

tence of a gap around hot-spots, and (iii) the dk2a−k2b -wave symmetry order

parameter sign change from one hot-spot to the other1 (flat gap at hot-spots

gives rise to logarithmic divergence of the spin polarisation function). This

model for a continuous transition is little restrictive as it does not require

coexistence with another state like FFLO or pair-density-wave, neither nest-

ing properties of the Fermi surface. This further establishes connection with

interpretation of inelastic neutron scattering experiment which is debated

[12]: in the interpretation of the resonance as a collective spin density fluc-

tuation excitation of the dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor, the slowing down of

the mode to static ordering in transverse magnetic field naturally accounts

for confinement of magnetism in the superconductor. From a static point

of view the incommensurate magnetic instability occurs after development

of pockets around gap nodes in Zeeman magnetic field with gapless excita-

tions approaching hotspots. Only the weak coupling limit ξ2
mg

2χ0 → 0 yields

instability at commensurate wave-vector.

The properties of the self-energy function Π(q,Ω) is known at one loop

level for zero field [86]. We now evaluate Π(q,Ω) = Πxx(q,Ω) the uniaxial

self energy in transverse Zeeman magnetic field by making use of the Green

1Pairing symmetry is a determinant element for the resonance to occur [86]: s-wave
gap yields negative Π with no divergence in opposition with the dk2a−k2b -wave case. Di-
mensionality is also key since the three-dimension case replaces log-divergence by a cusp
and then resonance only occurs at strong coupling yielding small peak feature.
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functions Eqs. (7.12) and (7.13) (c. f. footnote2),

Π(Q, iΩn) = −g2χ0T
∑
k,σ,ωm

(iωm − σµB + εk)(iωm + iΩn + σµB + εk+q) + ∆k∆k+q

[ε2k + ∆2
k − (iωm − σµB)2][ε2k+q + ∆2

k+q − (iωm + iΩn + σµB)2]
.(8.1)

We consider a pair of hot-spots which are separated by diagonal antiferro-

magnetic wave-vector, label them by 1 and 2, and linearise the metal energy

dispersion about them

εk = v1 · (k− k1), εk+q = v2 · (k− k1). (8.2)

Here k1 and v1 [k2 and v2] are the Fermi momentum and Fermi velocity at

hot-spot 1 [2] respectively. Summation over momenta can be expressed as

an integral
∑

k =
∫
d2k/(2π)2 and performing the latter about hot-spot we

obtain

Π(Q, iΩn) = − Ng2χ0

4|v1 × v2|
T
∑
σ,ωm[

1 +
(iωm − σµB)(iωm + iΩn + σµB) + ∆1∆2√

∆2
1 − (iωm − σµB)2

√
∆2

2 − (iωm + iΩn + σµB)2

]
, (8.3)

where N is the number of hot-spots and ∆1 [∆2] the superconductor order

parameter value at hot-spot 1 [2] which can be set constant if the gap at

hot-spot is flat [12, 86]. The number 1 in parenthesis is introduced for inte-

gral regularisation at high energy. As a notation convenience we define the

2Eq. 8.1 includes magnetic field effect in the Pauli limit. The influence of the electron
orbital motions on the spin polarisation function can be evaluated [97] in the linearised
Doppler shift approximation and gives correction of the order B/(Hp

c20αM0) which is small
in a Pauli-limited superconductor as expected.
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parameter (which is responsible for Landau-damping in the metallic state)

γd =
Ng2χ0

8π|v1 × v2|
. (8.4)

The gap with dk2a−k2b -wave symmetry has the property ∆1 = −∆2 which

results in singular character of the real part of Eq. (8.3). The next step goes

in a similar way as in [AGD] (p. 318). Setting ∆ = |∆1| = |∆2|, we obtain

after analytic continuation the zero temperature real and imaginary parts

<eΠ(q,Ω) = 2γd∆
∑
σ

f
(Ω + 2σµB

2∆

)
, (8.5)

=mΠ(q,Ω) = 2γd∆
∑
σ

g
(Ω + 2σµB

2∆

)
, (8.6)

with the functions

f(y) =

∫ y

max(0,y−1)

dx
−x2 − x(1− y) + y/2√
x(x+ 1)(y − x)(x+ 1− y)

, (8.7)

and

g(y) =

∫ max(0,y−1)

0

dx
−x2 − x(1− y) + y/2√
x(x+ 1)(y − x)(y − 1− x)

. (8.8)

The behaviour of Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8) is seen [86] as f(y) ≈ πy2/8 for y � 1,

to logarithmic accuracy f(y) ≈ y ln(y/|y − 1|)/2 for |y − 1| � 1, and g(y) ≈
πy/2 as y − 1 � 1, which leads to the sketch of the polarisation function

in Fig. (8.2). As a check these results are consistent with Kramers-Krönig

relations [12]. Also shown in Fig. (8.3) are the dimensionless susceptibilities

Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8) at zero and finite magnetic field.

Hence we have a positive spin polarisation function, increasing with en-

ergy, and logarithmic divergence of the real part at threshold energy Ω0 =

2∆ − 2σµB, which is split by magnetic field. Regarding the dynamics of

the collective mode given by Eq. (7.15), we consider the energy scale vs in
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Figure 8.2: Uniaxial dynamic spin polarisation function for antiferromagnetic
wave-vector with step discontinuity in the imaginary part associated with
logarithmic divergence in the real part [12]. Spin resonance occurs ([86]
and references therein) at energy Ωres below the threshold energy Ω0, whose
position depends on the value of short-range magnetic correlation length ξm.
The effect of transverse magnetic field is splitting the threshold into two-step
discontinuity.

the free spin Green function significantly larger than the threshold energy Ω0

so that the dynamics is overwhelmed by superconductivity and at commen-

surate antiferromagnetic wave-vector we can effectively rewrite Eq. (7.15)
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Figure 8.3: Above are real (blue) and imaginary (yellow) part of the dimen-
sionless spin polarisation function Eqs. (8.7) and (8.8) at zero field. Below
are the corresponding functions with field µB = 0.2∆.
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as3

χ(q,Ω) =
χ0

ξ−2
m − Π(q,Ω)

, (8.9)

such that Eq. 8.9 yields the condition

<eΠ(q,Ωres) = ξ−2
m , (Ωres > 0), =mΠ(q,Ωres)/(γd∆)� 1, (8.10)

which defines the superconductor resonance represented in Fig. (8.2).

The mode dispersion is schematically represented in Fig. (8.4) at zero field

and at the condensation field. The mode spectral weight [99] is maximum

at commensurate wave-vector and expresses as Z = 4ξm
√
π∆/γd. Away

from this point the downward dispersion [98] follows from the wave-vector

dependence of the d-wave gap. Eventually the mode resonance energy reaches

a minimal value at which point the threshold and resonance energy meet.

There the dependence of the polarisation function is logarithmic with spectral

weight Z = π exp[−1/(ξ2
mγd∆)]/γd.

Transverse magnetic field splits the mode into a branch which goes down

in energy and an upper part which becomes damped by the continuum of

particle-hole excitations4. As a consequence the low energy region of the

mode becomes critical at field µB∗ = ∆min with ∆min the gap magnitude at

Fermi-line points separated by incommensurate wave-vector and correspond-

ing to lowest resonance energy of the mode. From the asymptotic expression

of the spin polarisation function near the energy threshold in the static limit

3One mathematically equivalent way of dealing with superconductivity and antiferro-
magnetism was early put forward by Bulut and Scalapino [83] who dealt with interactions
in a Random Phase Approximation susceptibility χ(q, ω) = χ0(q, ω)/[1−Uχ0(q, ω)], with
χ0(q, ω)) the bare susceptibility in the superconductor and U is an effective repulsion po-
tential. In this approach the conditions for the spin-exciton to occur are U<eχ0(q, ω) = 1,
and U=mχ0(q, ω)� 1.

4In recent numerical work [100] consideration of different magnetic anisotropy as given
two-fold splitting of the resonance. Magnetic isotropy gives splitting between three un-
damped modes [101].
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Figure 8.4: Sketch of the predicted resonant mode dispersion and threshold
energy at zero field [98], evolution with transverse field in the uniaxial case
(the higher energy mode is damped by the particle-hole decay continuum)
and criticality at incommensurate wave-vector.

and cutting-off the log-divergence

Π(qic) ≈ γd∆min ln
[ ∆min

max(T,Λ)

]
, (8.11)

where Λ is an energy cut-off introduced to account for distance from hot-

spot and any finite electron lifetime effect on electrons and qic the critical
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incommensurate wave-vector, we obtain the instability critical temperature

dependence on field

T ∗ ∼ µB exp
(
− ξ−2

m + |qic −Q|2

γdµB

)
, (8.12)

which emerges starting from the field magnitude B+ given by

µB+ exp
(
− ξ−2

m + |qic −Q|2

γdµB+

)
∼ Λ. (8.13)

Notice the temperature-dependence of qic which gives complex temperature-

dependence of the critical field. Only in the weak coupling limit does this

give rise to logarithmic dependence. Instability of the ground state at incom-

mensurate wave-vector yields development of a spin density wave gap close to

hot-spots and Fermi surface reconstruction. The spin-fermion model allows

account of the feedback effect of the spin collective mode on fermions. In

the superconductor both the quasiparticle self energy and the pairing vertex

are logarithmic divergent due to the presence of a decay threshold in fermion

spectrum [12]. These two effects counteract each other and leads only to a

cusp in the gap of the superconductor.

8.2 Numerics

The spin polarisation function Eq. (8.1) is evaluated numerically along the

crystal c-axis (x direction of our frame in pseudo-spin space) under magnetic

field applied in the crystal basal plane (z-direction). As shown in appendix

this goes to

Π(q,Ω) =
1

2
g2χ0

∑
k,σ,s,s′

css′(k, q)
f(sEk + σµB)− f(s′Ek+q − σµB)

Ω + sEk − s′Ek+q + 2σµB + iΓ
. (8.14)
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Here f(z) = 1/[exp(z/T ) + 1] is the fermion distribution function at equilib-

rium, the integral
∑

k =
∫
B.Z.

d2k/(2π)2 is performed over the first Brillouin

zone ka, kb ∈ [−π, π], s, s′ = ±1 are particle-hole indices, σ = ±1 spin index,

and Γ is a line broadening constant introduced for computational conve-

nience. Below we take the temperature T = 4.3085× 10−3meV (50mK), and

Γ = 5× 10−3meV. The coherence factors are

css′(k, q) =
1

2

(
1 + ss′

εkεk+q + ∆k∆k+q

EkEk+q

)
. (8.15)

For superconductor gap with dk2a−k2b -wave symmetry, the coherence factor

css′(k, q) with sgn(s) = −sgn(s′) which corresponds to singular terms in inte-

grand is close to unity at the points of the Fermi line where ∆k = −∆k+q. The

importance of the symmetry of the order parameter was early emphasised

[82, 83] for the occurrence of the spin resonance.

We consider the non-superconducting-state two-dimensional electron en-

ergy spectrum5

εk = ε+ 2t1[cos(ka) + cos(kb)] + 4t2 cos(ka) cos(kb)

+ 2t3[cos(2ka) + cos(2kb)], (8.16)

with t1 = 1meV, t2 = −0.5t1, t3 = 0.4t1 and ε = 0.6t1. A simple choice

consists in considering the order parameter

∆k =
∆0

2
[cos(ka)− cos(kb)], (8.17)

which manifestly is not flat at hot-spots. We take the maximal gap magnitude

∆0 = 0.5meV.

The field dependent static spin polarisation function Π(Ω = 0) is shown

in Fig. (8.5) for different wave-vectors in both the superconducting and

5The energy spectrum was computed in [102] in the mean-field three-dimensional An-
derson model and gave a two-band structure including an open corrugated Fermi surface.
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Figure 8.5: Comparison between static spin response functions in the su-
perconductor (full lines) and in the metal (dashed lines). The polarisation
function for the metal is Π =

∑
kσ[f(εk + σµB) − f(εk+q − σµB)] × [εk −

εk+q + 2σµB]/[(εk − εk+q + 2σµB)2 + Γ2]. These are evaluated for different
wave-vectors from commensurate (blue) to nesting (yellow). There is a sub-
stantial increase in the superconductor spin polarisation function whereas
the corresponding function for the metal remains essentially constant. The
two-hump structure follows from umklapp process at incommensurate wave-
vector. The maximum in the polarisation function occurs for antiferromag-
netic wave-vector. As one moves away from commensuration the first increase
occurs at lower field because of the reduction of the gap as one goes towards
gap nodes. For nesting wave-vector (that connects gap nodes) we observe no
susceptibility enhancement in comparison with the metallic case at low field,
only increase occurs at higher field.
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metallic phase.6 Magnetic transition occurs at some instability field B∗ if

the Overhauser criterion is fulfilled with B∗ < Hc2. Calculation of Hc2 in

the Pauli limit with the above electron energy dispersion and factorised pair-

ing potential V (k,k′) = −V ψ(k)ψ(k′) with ψ(k) = cos(ka) − cos(kb) yields

µHp
c2 = 0.37∆0. The spin polarisation function of the dk2a−k2b -wave supercon-

ductor increases with field, becomes larger than the normal-state response

function and has humps at fields µB = ∆k and ∆k′ , with ∆k and ∆k′ the gap

values at Fermi wave-vectors connected by q = (π, π)±(δ, δ). This two-hump

structure is the result of umklapp process at incommensurate wave-vector.

In contrast, Π in the metal does not sensibly depend on field. As explained

in the legend of Fig. (8.5), the maximum increase in the polarisation func-

tion is for the antiferromagnetic wave-vector which is degenerate regarding

umklapp. In contrast no low-field enhancement with respect to the metallic

phase is yielded for nesting wave-vector. The precise instability wave-vector

and critical magnetic field values depend on the magnitude of the coupling

parameter ξ2
mg

2χ0∆0/v
2
F .

For arbitrary field direction, the polarisation function writes

Πϕϕ = cos2(ϕ)Πzz + sin2(ϕ)Πxx, (8.18)

where ϕ is the angle between the magnetic field and the c-axis. The longitudi-

nal polarisability Πzz doesn’t carry any field dependence in the denominator

and therefore for B||c no magnetic ordering along the c-axis is induced in this

uniaxial hypothesis. This point is consistent with experiment [68] where it

was found that magnetic ordering disappears as magnetic field is tilted from

the crystal plane. Also consistent with experiment is that the wave-vector

of the spin density wave is not constrained by the in-plane orientation of the

field [48] but by the gapped energy spectrum characteristics (in the condition

6The numerically evaluated polarisation function can be expressed as Πtot(q,Ω) =
Πreg(q,Ω) + Πsing(q,Ω) where the first [second] term is a regular [singular] contribution.
The analysis in the previous section concerns the singular part only.
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Figure 8.6: Spectral function of the dynamic spin susceptibility computed
at magnetic fields µB/∆0 = 0 (blue), µB∗/(2∆0) = 0.11415 (red), and
µB∗/∆0 = 0.2283 (yellow), where we recall ∆0 = 0.5meV. We used the
interaction parameter value ξ2

mg
2χ0 = 2.41meV.

one can neglect orbital and magnetostriction effects).

Fig. (8.6) shows the evolution of the resonance energy at three different

fields and fixed incommensurate wave-vector q = (0.9π, 0.9π). The value of

the gap at hot-spots is ∆hs ≈ 0.26∆0. We note several features: (i) The zero

field collective peak appears at energy Ωres ≈ 0.42∆0 . 2∆hs. (ii) Under

transverse magnetic field a well defined collective peak is shifted to lower

energy due to Zeeman splitting of the energy of elementary excitations. The

higher energy branch of =mΠ(Ω) in the uniaxial approximation does not ap-

pear since the excitations are damped by the continuum. This observation is

consistent with experiment [79, 103] where it was observed strong reduction

of the upper energy mode spectral weight. (iii) The field at which the excita-
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Figure 8.7: Evolution of the resonance energy with magnetic field applied par-
allel to the crystal plane and comparison with experiment [79]. The value of
the condensation field corresponding to vanishing resonance energy is found
to be µB∗ = 0.2283∆0.

tion softens to zero energy is µB∗ = 0.2283∆0 . Ωres/2, at which point the

inelastic resonance translates into the phase instability. The evolution of the

resonance energy with applied field is represented in Fig. (8.7). We point out

the necessity the transition from superconducting to normal state to be of

the first order since a vanishingly small gap would give negligibly small effect.

The physics behind the effect described here is reminiscent of the excitonic

phases close to a semiconductor/semi-metal transition [104]. Here exciton

originates from hot-spot region in a dk2a−k2b -wave superconductor under time-

dependent perturbation and magnetic ordering represents the zero-energy

condensation of the mode at finite wave-vector in transverse magnetic field.
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8.3 Discussion

We now discuss some implications of the model and comment further on the

assumptions we made. First there is a possibility of a double-q structure

which follows from the mode dispersion [Fig. (8.4)] leading to criticality

at four degenerate incommensurate wave-vectors and is consistent with the

discussion of Yanase and Sigrist [71] and Y. Kato et al. [77], the latter

being seen as a consequence of incommensuration of the ordering wave-vector

connecting nested pockets. The spin density wave order parameter then has

two components

∆SDWq1(m,n) = ∆SDW(−1)m+n cos[δ(m+ n)], (8.19)

and

∆SDWq2(m,n) = ∆SDW(−1)m+n cos[δ(m− n)], (8.20)

where m, n label lattice sites and δ is the instability wave-vector incommen-

suration. As emphasised in [77], this degeneracy is however expected to be

lifted by small coupling between the electron orbital motion and the magnetic

field. On magnetic field orientation effect, we believe lattice symmetry break-

ing by magnetostriction also plays a part. The most drastic effect however

is likely to be the coherence length wave-vector dependence

ξq = 1/
√
ξ−2
m + f(q)2. (8.21)

In the spin-fermion model, f(q) = |q−Q|, which is symmetric with respect

to Q. In principle non-symmetric contribution is not excluded leading to

lifting of incommensurate critical wave-vector degeneracy.

The exact role played by a putative FFLO phase is still unclear7. It has

been conjectured [75, 76] and derived from numerical computation [70, 71]

7A recently published experimental work [105] signals observation of increase in the
quasiparticle density consistent with transition to the FFLO phase
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the existence of a phase where spin density wave lives (either intrinsically in

the first case or extrinsically in the second) with the FFLO state. Because

the two orders couple, this should give rise to additional length-scale for

space dependence of the spin density wave order parameter with experimental

hallmark as Bragg peaks measurable with elastic neutron scattering. Such a

prediction pointing out coexistence between FFLO and spin density wave is

yet to be experimentally verified.

The fermion energy dispersion we consider is a simplified one. The ob-

served spectrum is known [16] to consist of several bands. We however showed

in the analytic treatment that the physics discussed here is determined by

the Fermi surface region in the hot-spot vicinity and features of this sec-

tion persist in case of multiband structure including hot-spots. The model

with uniaxial spin fluctuation is of course a limit case. Ongoing experiment

[96, 103] is providing information on the actual magnetic anisotropy of the

system and is showing deviation from strict uniaxiality.

The picture we advance is related to the problem of understanding collec-

tive excitations in d-wave superconductors. As previously said the magnon

scenario of Chubukov and Gork’ov [86] is an alternative to the spin-exciton

scenario. For their mechanism to stand, the magnon must be Landau-

damped in the metal which translates into the condition

γd > ξ−1
m /vs, (8.22)

where vs is the energy scale introduced in the spin-fermion model section and

γd ∼ 1/EF is the damping coefficient of their three-dimensional system. On

the other hand, for the magnon to stand below the superconductor gap one

must have

v2
s < ∆/γd. (8.23)

The two relations provide the condition for consistence of the magnon sce-
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nario

EF/∆ < ξ2
m. (8.24)

This appears to be an extreme case indeed with quasi long-range order in

the metal. For this reason we advocate for the more realistic superconductor

spin-exciton scheme. It is still important the dispersion of the collective mode

be experimentally studied for knowledge of the physics taking place in the

system.

Our physical representation of the spin-fermion approach is localized frac-

tion of spin on cerium site coupling with itinerant electrons. Once in the su-

perconductor, the spin dynamics is determined by the superconductor order

parameter and spin susceptibility becomes singular for wave-vector connect-

ing the hot-spot regions. Magnetic field induces fermion quasiparticle pock-

ets and triggers the ground state transition when the quasiparticle energy

reaches the gap above hot-spots.

Developments are under way concerning this scenario for field-induced

criticality. There actually exists a second logarithmic-divergent response

function channel and corresponds to staggered triplet superconductivity (the

so-called π-triplet superconductivity) which has to compete with spin den-

sity wave ordering. A suitable approach for this problem is given by the

patch model [106, 107] developped for cuprates and graphene doped to the

fermion energy excitation saddle point. The model inventories channels with

logarithmic-diverging response functions. Interactions between patches are

introduced and renormalization group flow of these is derived by including

singular loop Feynman diagrams. The d-wave superconductor with hot-spots

in Zeeman magnetic field can be viewed as a n = 8 patch system whose prop-

erties are being investigated.
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8.4 Addendum: Derivation of the spin polar-

isation function Eq. (8.14)

We start with Eq. (7.16) for a = b = x, equivalently expressed as

Π(q, iΩn) = −1

2
g2χ0T

∑
k,σ,ωm

Tr
[
Ĝσ(k, iωm)Ĝ−σ(k + q, iωm + iΩn)

]
, (8.25)

with Ωn = 2nπT the bosonic Matsubara frequency. Once compacted into the

Nambu (particle-hole space) notation the Gor’kov Green functions derived

in the previous section write

Ĝσ(k, iωm) =
(iωm − σµB)τ0 + ∆kτ1 + εkτ3

[(iωm − σµB)2 − ε2k −∆2
k]

. (8.26)

Here ωm = πT (2m + 1) are fermion Matsubara frequencies. We note Ek =

(ε2k + ∆2
k)

1/2 the zero-field energy of excitations in the superconducting state,

and the matrices in Nambu space

τ0 =

(
1 0

0 1

)
, τ1 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, and τ3 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (8.27)

We make use of the spectral representation

Ĝσ(k, iωm) =

∫ +∞

−∞

dω

π

=mĜσ(k, ω + i0+)

ω − iωm
, (8.28)

which yields

Π(q, iΩn) = −1

2
g2χ0T

∑
k,σ,ωm

∫ +∞

−∞

dω

π

∫ +∞

−∞

dω̃

π

× Tr[=mĜσ(k, ω + i0+)=mĜ−σ(k + q, ω̃ + i0+)]

(ω − iωm)(ω̃ − iωm − iΩn)
. (8.29)
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Ĝσ(k, ω+ i0+) is the fermion retarded Green function whose imaginary part

reads

=mĜσ(k, ω + i0+) = − π

2Ek
[(ω − σµB)τ0 + ∆kτ1 + εkτ3]

×[δ(ω − σµB − Ek)− δ(ω − σµB + Ek]

= −π
2

∑
s=±1

[τ0 + s
∆kτ1 + εkτ3

Ek
]

×δ(ω − σµB − sEk). (8.30)

Performing summation over fermion Matsubara frequencies ωm = πT (2m +

1),

T
∑
ωm

1

(ω − iωm)(ω̃ − iωm − iΩn)
=
f(ω)− f(ω̃)

iΩn + ω − ω̃
, (8.31)

with f(z) = 1/[exp(z/T )+1] the fermion distribution function at equilibrium

and by the relation Tr[τµτν ] = 2δµν we obtain the trace in particle-hole space

Tr[=mĜ−σ(k + q, ω̃ + i0+)=mĜσ(k, ω + i0+)]

=
π2

2

∑
s,s′=±1

(
1 + ss′

εkεk+q + ∆k∆k+q

EkEk+q

)
× δ(ω − σµB − sEk)δ(ω̃ + σµB − s′Ek+q). (8.32)

Together with Eqs. (8.29), (8.31), and analytically continuing iΩn → Ω+ iΓ,

we recover the response function Eq. (8.14).



Chapter 9

Conclusion part II

We have presented a mechanism for understanding magnetism that is tied to

superconductivity in CeCoIn5. The slowing down of the dk2a−k2b -wave super-

conductor spin-exciton driven by Zeeman magnetic field constitutes a natural

scenario where magnetism is intrinsically stimulated by superconductivity. A

physical picture of the spin-fermion approach is related to the two-fluid model

for Ce115 heavy electron compounds. Fraction of electrons are localized spins

coupled to itinerant fermions which participate to superconductivity. Anal-

ysis of the uniaxial spin-fermion model with transverse magnetic field shows

that the critical behaviour follows from development of Fermi pockets by

Zeeman magnetic field in the nodal superconductor with energy level tun-

ing to proximity to logarithmic divergence in the spin polarisation function.

Numerics demonstrates that the ordering wave-vector is almost commen-

surate connecting Brillouin zone regions close to hot-spots. The computed

collective mode resonance energy dependence on magnetic field displays good

correspondence with experiment. The specificities of the heavy electron su-

perconductor CeCoIn5 brings all conditions (first order transition resulting

from Pauli limiting, quasi two-dimensionality, dk2a−k2b -wave pairing symmetry,

proximity to antiferromagnetism) for realizing this ground state transition.
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Chapter 10

Résumé

Comprendre les propriétés des composés à électrons fortement corrélés nou-

vellement découverts est un important défi à la fois pour des raisons fonda-

mentales et pour un impact industriel à long terme. Une activité expérimentale

sur les métaux et supraconducteurs à électrons lourds a mis en évidence des

effets qui dérogent clairement à notre connaissance actuelle sur ces systèmes.

Le but de cette thèse est de modéliser les effets de spin spéciaux qui ont

été observés en réponse à un champ magnétique dans le supraconducteur

CeCoIn5. Elle est composée de deux parties.

Dans un premier temps nous avons à faire à la distribution anormale du

champ magnétique local dans le réseau de vortex révélé par les expériences

de diffraction de neutrons à petits angles et rotation de spin muonique. Sur

la base de la théorie de Ginzburg-Landau avec prise en compte de l’effet

de spin, nous analysons l’inhomogénéité du champ local dans le réseau de

vortex et calculons des expressions pour les facteurs de forme en diffraction

neutronique et la largeur de raie statique en rotation de spin muonique.

Nous montrons que les données expérimentales anormales sont le résultat

de supercourants générés par le spin circulant autour du cœur du vortex et

donnent une augmentation de l’inhomogénéité du champ sur une distance

de l’ordre de la longueur de corrélation du supraconducteur à partir de l’axe
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du vortex. L’importance de l’effet est contrôlée par une seule quantité (le

paramètre de Maki).

La seconde partie traite d’une transition d’onde de densité de spin presque

commensurable dans un supraconducteur non-conventionnel. Elle est mo-

tivée par l’observation du confinement d’un ordre d’onde de densité de spin

dans la phase supraconductrice de CeCoIn5 sous champ magnétique. Dans le

cadre de la formulation spin-fermion nous proposons un mécanisme pour la

transition de l’état fondamental qui consiste en un ralentissement du mode

collectif de fluctuation de densité de spin (exciton de spin) induit par le champ

vers un ordre statique. Cela représente un scénario par lequel la transition

vers l’ordre de spin est reliée intrinsèquement au supraconducteur.



Chapter 11

Conclusion de la première

partie

Sur la base de l’expansion de Ginzburg-Landau pour l’énergie libre du supra-

conducteur en incluant le couplage entre le champ magnétique interne et à la

fois la charge et le spin de l’électron, nous avons étudié la dépendance par rap-

port au champ externe de l’inhomogénéité anormale du champ magnétique

interne local, mesurée par les facteurs de forme du réseau de vortex et la

largeur de raie statique de rotation de spin du muon. Dans un premier temps

nous avons pris la limite à bas champ avec vortex indépendants proche de la

température critique du supraconducteur Tc et dans un deuxième temps nous

avons examiné le régime à haut champ proche du champ critique supérieur

Hp
c2.

Dans le premier cas, en nous fiant à une fonction variationnelle pour la

structure du gap d’un vortex isolé nous avons trouvé une expression simple

pour les facteurs de forme qui est une fonction du champ interne en unité

de champ critique supérieur dans la limite de Pauli et comprend le seul

paramètre αM = αM0

√
1− T/Tc avec αM0 = µφ0Tc/v

2
F le paramètre de Maki

à température nulle. Nous avons trouvé une transition continue (crossover)

réglée par le paramètre αM . Lorsque l’effet orbital est dominant (αM < 1) la
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largeur de raie statique diminue en augmentant le champ magnétique externe

(de même pour le facteur de forme F10). D’autre part le régime où la limite de

Pauli est dominante (αM > 1) donne une augmentation de la largeur de raie

statique (d’abord d’une façon non-analytique et ensuite linéairement) à cause

de l’augmentation de l’inhomogénéité du champ local autour du coeur des

vortex comme résultat de l’effet Zeeman. La comparaison entre la formule

trouvée et les données expérimentales donne un accord satisfaisant.

Dans le régime proche deHp
c2(T ) nous avons appliqué la solution d’Abriko-

sov de la première équation de Ginzburg-Landau linéarisée et déterminé

le champ magnétique local dans la limite de Pauli. Nous avons retrouvé

l’augmentation linéaire du forme facteur et trouvé la chute linéaire au champ

critique Hp
c2. Nous avons décrit l’approche de la transition vers le métal du

deuxième ordre vers le premier ordre(ça a lieu à T/Tc ≈ 0.56 et µHp
c2/Tc ≈

1.07) avec une augmentation soudaine de la valeur absolue de la pente de

σVL
s (B).

Le chapitre supplémentaire discute la dépendance par rapport á la tempéra-

ture du paramètre de Ginzburg-Landau effectif au voisinage du champ cri-

tique supérieur. Nous avons mis en contraste le comportement attendu dans

la limite orbitale (αM0 � 1) menant à un paramètre de Ginzburg-Landau ef-

fectif constant, avec la limite de Pauli (αM0 � 1) menant à une augmentation

soudaine de ce paramètre lorsque la température est augmentée vers Tc avec

B < Tc/(µαM0) (proximité de Tc). Cela donne une signature additionnelle

de la supraconductivité dans la limite de Pauli permettant d’identifier des

systèmes expérimentaux tels que URu2Si2, NpPd5Al2 et possiblement UBe13

comme étant des éléments de cette catégorie.



Chapter 12

Conclusion de la deuxième

partie

Nous avons présenté un mécanisme pour comprendre le magnétisme qui est

lié à la supraconductivité dans CeCoIn5. Le ralentissement de l’exciton de

spin du supraconducteur avec fonction d’onde dk2a−k2b induit par un champ

magnétique Zeeman constitue un scenario naturel où le magnétisme est stimulé

par la supraconductivité d’une façon intrinsèque. Une image physique de

l’approche spin-fermion est reliée au modèle à deux fluides pour les com-

posés à fermions lourds Ce115. Une fraction des électrons consiste en des

spins localisés couplés à des fermions itinérants qui participent à la supra-

conductivité.

L’analyse du model spin-fermion avec anisotropie magnétique uniaxiale et

champ magnétique transverse montre que le comportement critique est une

conséquence du développement de poches de Fermi par le champ magnétique

Zeeman dans le supraconducteur nodal avec un réglage du niveau d’énergie

vers la proximité d’une divergence logarithmique dans la fonction de polar-

isation en spin. Un calcul numérique démontre que le vecteur d’onde de

l’ordre statique est presque commensuré connectant les régions de la zone de

Brillouin proche des points chauds. La dépendance par rapport au champ
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magnétique de l’énergie de la résonance ainsi calculée est en bonne corre-

spondance avec l’expérience.

Les spécificités du supraconducteur à électrons lourds CeCoIn5 apportent

toutes les conditions (transition du premier ordre comme conséquence de

la limitation de Pauli, dimensionalité proche de deux, symétrie de fonction

d’onde du supraconducteur dk2a−k2b , proximité de l’antiferromagnétisme) pour

réaliser cette transition d’état fondamental.


